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Abstract
Network airlines traditionally try to minimize the elapsed time of their passengers in con-
necting travel, based on the assumption that longer elapsed times would make their itin-
erary less competitive and thus reduce their revenue potential in a given origin destina-
tion market.
Contrary to the traditional assumption, we hypothesize that passengers assign a lower
utility to connections close to the minimum connecting time published by airports. We
hypothesize that there are three factors related to connection time that a customer might
consider when choosing an itinerary: The risk of misconnection, the discomfort associ-
ated with rushing through an airport terminal, and the trust in an airline to provide reli-
able connections. Attitudes toward these constructs are latent and cannot be directly ob-
served. In aggregate, we expect an n-shaped utility function for the time additional to the
minimum connecting time, with increasing utility close to the minimum connecting time,
followed by a time window of indifference, followed by decreasing utility due to value of
time aspects.
We first present a case study using airline booking data that shows that up to 25% of pas-
sengers in a sample market voluntarily choose a longer connection, all else equal. In the
subsequent chapters, a model to evaluate systematically the impact of length of connect-
ing time is developed. We extend an existing airline survey to incorporate this question.
A stated preference experiment is designed and conducted to collect choice data. Psy-
chometric indicators are used to capture attitudes that are explained with socio-
demographics and trip characteristics in a multiple indicator-multiple causes (MIMC)
model. The MIMC model is then combined with the choice model to simultaneously es-
timate an integrated choice and latent variable model, quantifying the interactions of la-
tent attitudes and connecting time.
The results demonstrate the non-monotonicity of connecting time utility and the disutility
associated with short connecting times. The inclusion of the latent variables risk, rush and
trust demonstrates the effect of these constructs on choice. Individuals who are risk-
averse, rush averse or have a low level of trust into airlines' scheduling reliability have a
higher utility for slightly longer connecting times. This is the first research in the airline
choice literature to demonstrate the nonlinearity of connecting time utility. It is also the
first research to include attitudes into itinerary choice models, thereby providing a richer
explanation for passenger airline choice. Airlines can use the findings to better align their
service offerings with their customers' preferences and at the same time reduce their op-
erational costs.
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Glossary
The following airline travel and operations related terms are used in the text according to the de-
finitions outlined below.
Bank A bank is a time window in an airline's hub timetable with clustered arrivals and depar-
tures, aiming to insure short connections for passengers.
Block time The block time of a flight leg is the scheduled time from gate to gate, including time
spent rolling from the origin gate to the origin airport's runway, time airborne, and time rolling
from the destination airport's runway to the respective gate.
Buffer time Buffer time of a connection is the difference between minimum connecting time and
the connecting time of that itinerary.
Connecting time The connecting time of an itinerary is the scheduled time between arrival of
the first flight and scheduled departure of the subsequent flight.
Connection A passenger has a connection if she changes airplanes within her itinerary.
Elapsed time The elapsed time of an itinerary is the time between the scheduled departure of the
first flight and the scheduled arrival of the last flight.
Flight A flight in passenger service is a travel from A to B without having to leave the plane. In
the majority of cases, a flight is nonstop. However, flights can also have stops in between, with
some passengers deboarding and others boarding the plane.
Flight leg A flight leg is a flight consisting of a single departure and a single arrival.
Hub A major airport of an airline that is used for passenger connections.
Itinerary An itinerary is a series of flights from a passenger's origin to her destination. An itin-
erary may contain only one flight or more than one flight.
Minimum connecting time The minimum connecting time (MCT) is the minimum feasible
connecting time at an airport as published by the corresponding airport authority.
Path quality The path quality of an itinerary considers the number of stops or connections in
that itinerary. A nonstop itinerary is considered to have a higher path quality than an itinerary
with stops or connections.
Stop A stop is a landing and departure within a flight. Passengers do not have to leave the plane.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The business environment for U.S. network airlines has changed considerably over the
past fifteen years. Whereas network airlines were able to yield record profits in the late nineties,
they incurred record losses after September 11, 2001.
Since 2001, four of the six largest U.S. network carriers (Delta Air Lines, Northwest Air-
lines, US Airways, United Airlines) entered bankruptcy protection, and the last two (Delta and
Northwest) emerged from bankruptcy in early 2007. Only American Airlines and Continental
Airlines were able to avoid bankruptcy. During the bankruptcy-restructuring phase, airlines try to
reduce their costs radically in order to regain their competitiveness. At the same time, airlines
that are not under Chapter 11 protection have to follow the cost cutting lead in order not to fall
behind. Airlines use bankruptcy protection primarily to reduce their obligations toward employ-
ees and aircraft leasing companies. However, they also investigate other unit cost reducing
measures, such as aircraft and other resource utilization and operational and commercial proce-
dures.
As part of an effort to reduce overall costs, several network airlines reconsidered their
hub timetable design. Timetable design, i.e. the setting of departure times for a given set of
flights, is one of the critical airline management decisions. On the one hand, airlines are under
pressure to increase the utilization of their resources. Any idle time of airplanes, gates, ground
equipment or personnel is costly to airlines. On the other hand, airlines have to observe the time-
table's attractiveness to their customers. In order to sell their tickets, airlines need to assess the
needs of their customers and take them into consideration when designing their timetables.
The recent discussion about "depeaking" of network airlines' timetables is an example of
such a tradeoff (Flint, 2002). Network airlines' hub timetables traditionally were planned with
peaks of departures and arrivals at certain times of day ("banks") because the airlines tried to
keep the connecting times short for their connecting passengers. This was based on the assump-
tion that passengers have a strong preference to minimize the scheduled elapsed time of their
trip. However, these peaks result in high operational costs for the airline, the airport and air traf-
fic control. Resources, such as ground equipment and ground personnel, have to be supplied for
the peak level and are underutilized in off peak times. In addition, aircraft utilization suffers from
banks in schedules: In order for an airplane to arrive within a bank, aircraft often have to be on
the ground longer at spoke stations closer to the hub than the required minimum ground time.
Empirical evidence also suggests that block times, i.e. the scheduled time of a flight leg from
gate to gate, are longer into and out of banks versus off-bank flight legs. This occurs mainly be-
cause of congestion effects (Mayer & Sinai 2003).
Consequently, some network airlines have started to "depeak" their hub schedules. Amer-
ican Airlines reported that this led to a savings of five aircraft (Airline Business, 2002). At the
same time, airlines have reported that depeaking leads to an increase in average connecting times
for their passengers and thus an increase in itinerary elapsed time. American Airlines reports an
increase in average connecting times of 7 minutes (Flint, 2002). Consequently, some network
airlines are reluctant to depeak further since they fear that an increase in scheduled connecting
time would have a detrimental effect on their market shares. This is based on the assumption that
passengers would avoid itineraries with longer connecting times.
While it is fairly simple to calculate the operational efficiency gains of depeaking in
terms of reduced fleet size, the effect on the demand side is much harder to estimate. How does a
change in elapsed time impact passenger itinerary choice?
The traditional assumption in the literature is that an itinerary in a specific origin-
destination market is less attractive with increased connecting times (e.g. Holloway, 2003). May-
er & Sinai (2003) point out that hub airlines want to "minimize passenger travel time spent ...
waiting for flight connections". Mayer & Sinai (2003) also postulate "since passengers prefer
shorter connections, longer connection times reduce the fares an airline can collect". The tradi-
tional assumption that passengers discount longer connections is mirrored in many airlines' net-
work planning tools, market share models and hub optimizers (Schr5der, 2004). Traditional rea-
sons for minimizing elapsed time are explained in more detail in section 2.3.
However, the growth in air traffic might have had an impact on this traditional assump-
tion. While airport terminals were expanded, published minimum connecting times of airports,
i.e. the minimum time that is feasible for a connection according to the airport authority, have
often stayed the same, leading to potential rush when connecting. At the same time, growth in air
traffic in combination with limited system capacity has lead to an increasing variability in arrival
times of flights, i.e. diversions from schedule. Since delays of inbound flights reduce passengers'
actual connecting times, the risk of misconnection has increased.
As a result of these observations, we hypothesize that some passengers might prefer
scheduled connecting times higher than the published minimum connecting time in order to
avoid rush and in order to reduce the risk of misconnection. In this context, we hypothesize that
there are three not directly observable (latent) variables related to connection time that a cus-
tomer might consider when choosing an itinerary: his attitude toward the risk of misconnection,
his attitude toward the potential discomfort associated with rushing through an airport terminal,
and his trust in airlines to provide reliable connections. In aggregate, we expect an n-shaped util-
ity function for scheduled connecting time, having a lower utility close to the minimum connect-
ing time as published by the connecting airport, followed by a time window of relative indiffer-
ence, followed by decreasing utility due to value of time aspects.
Research in passenger choice models has until now not covered the connecting process in
detail. Some choice models use "elapsed time" and "number of connections" as attributes (see
Chapter 3). However, none of the choice models focus on the effect different connecting time
lengths have on passenger airline choice.
In addition, traditional models do not allow for the inclusion of passengers' attitudes in
the choice model. Attitudes are a reflection of a passenger's values and tastes that influence his
choice behavior (Polydoropoulou, 1997). The effects of attitudes toward rush or the risk of mis-
connection may influence the choice of itinerary and should thus be integrated into the passenger
itinerary choice model.
Models that incorporate these factors and focus on connecting time can support a broad
range of managerial decisions. If an airline knew that there is a time window of indifference to-
ward connecting times, it could use the upper bound in hub timetable design and thereby increase
the efficiency of its operations and the profitability of the airline. Identifying which passengers
are more likely to be indifferent toward the length of connecting times would allow airlines to
differentiate their service or reduce the number of passengers with short connections since these
connections are prone to irregularities.
1.2 Research Objective and Approach
The purpose of this dissertation is to study whether minimizing elapsed time and thus mi-
nimizing connecting times maximizes passengers' utilities. This is the traditional assumption
found in the literature. Contrary to this assumption, we hypothesize that the risk of misconnec-
tion, rush aversion and a low level of trust into airlines' scheduling reliability may lead to a non-
monotonic curve of connecting time utility. In order to study this question, three types of data
are used: Airline booking data, answers to a rating exercise, and a stated preference choice ex-
periment.
Based on airline booking data, we analyze what share of passengers avoids short connec-
tions. Comparing two itineraries in the same origin destination market that are available on the
day of purchase and that only differ in connecting time yields the share of passengers that volun-
tarily book a longer connection. Passengers who choose the longer connecting time, else equal,
attain a higher utility due to the longer connecting time.
As part of a survey on airline itinerary choice, passengers are asked to rate statements re-
garding their connecting preferences on a scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. For in-
stance, passengers are asked whether they would avoid short connections due to the risk of mis-
connection. The answers give an indication whether or not minimizing elapsed time is generally
preferred.
Based on the stated preference experiment, we test in a choice model if connecting time
utility is non-monotonic. Airline itinerary choice is modeled as a function of e.g. fare, frequent
flyer status, preferred airline, number of connections, elapsed time, and the buffer time at a con-
necting airport. Including the rating exercise responses and using them as manifestations of the
latent variables allows the estimation of an integrated choice and latent variable model, thereby
using attitudes to enhance the explanatory power of the choice model. The purpose here is to ex-
plain the taste variation regarding length of connecting time with the latent constructs of risk,
rush and trust.
1.3 Summary of Findings and Contributions
Based on airline booking data, it is demonstrated that up to 25% of passengers book
longer connections voluntarily for a sample origin destination market. This demonstrates that the
phenomenon of avoiding short connecting times exists in a real market situation.
Responses to the rating exercise demonstrate that risk of misconnection, rush and air-
lines' scheduling reliability are taken into account by passengers when choosing their airline iti-
nerary. 56% of the survey population somewhat or strongly agree with the statement "I try to
avoid short connections due to the risk of misconnections", 59% of passengers somewhat or
strongly agree with the statement "I like to take my time when connecting between flights", and
67% of respondents somewhat or strongly agree with the statement "Airlines sometimes underes-
timate the time needed to connect between flights". The answers to the rating exercise show that
for a considerable share of passengers, minimizing elapsed time does not automatically maxi-
mize their utility.
The disutility of short connecting times and the nonlinearity of preferences regarding
connecting time is demonstrated based on stated preference data. Passengers in aggregate have
increasing utility when adding minutes to the connecting time close to the minimum connecting
time as published by the airport authority. Increasing the connecting time further beyond a thre-
shold value reduces the utility, leading to a non-monotonic curve of connecting time utility.
The behavior towards connecting times shows a significant amount of taste heterogene-
ity. The answers to the rating exercise serve as indicators for the latent constructs "risk", "rush"
and "trust". These latent variables are quantified and explained with socio-demographic charac-
teristics of the individuals. By integrating the latent variables into the choice model, it is demon-
strated that these attitudes impact airline itinerary choice.
The methodological contribution is the development and implementation of a compre-
hensive tool to evaluate the impact of length of connecting time. A stated preference experiment
was designed and executed to incorporate these effects. In addition, a rating exercise was de-
signed to capture latent attitudes toward rush, risk and trust into airlines' scheduling reliability.
Attitudes were quantified in a latent variable model and integrated in a choice and latent variable
model, explaining preference heterogeneity by interacting latent variables with attributes of the
alternatives.
The choice model results show that the utility of an itinerary is increased with a lower fare, when
the individually preferred airline is offered, when the passenger is an elite member of the air-
line's frequent flyer program, with low number of connections, and low elapsed time. The results
also show, however, that the utility of an itinerary is increased by adding minutes to the mini-
mum connecting time when connecting. When the latent constructs risk tolerance, rush aversion
and trust into airlines' scheduling reliability are explained with socio-demographics, results indi-
cate that e.g. women are less risk tolerant and more rush averse than men in airline itinerary
choice, that students are more risk tolerant than other employee groups, and that customers
checking bags are less risk tolerant and more rush averse than those not checking bags. When the
latent variables are integrated into the choice model, it is shown that they can provide a richer
explanation of choice. Passengers with lower risk tolerance, higher rush aversion or lower trust
into airlines' scheduling reliability have a higher utility of added minutes to the minimum con-
necting time of airports.
The results of this research refute the traditional assumption found in the literature that minimiz-
ing elapsed time maximizes passengers' utilities. In addition to the traditional "value of time"
argument, it is demonstrated that passengers' attitudes toward the risk of misconnection, attitudes
toward rush and passengers' trust into airlines' scheduling reliability play an important part in
evaluating elapsed time. Including these constructs provides for a richer and more realistic ex-
planation of airline itinerary choice.
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized into seven chapters, including this introduction. Chapter 2 pre-
sents the relevance of elapsed time in a historical perspective and presents a case study using air-
line booking data. Chapter 3 reviews the literature in airline itinerary choice models. Chapter 4
introduces the analytical framework that is used in the subsequent analysis. It presents the gen-
eral random utility framework, the behavioral assumptions and hypotheses and it describes the
joint estimation approach incorporating choice model and latent variables used in this study.
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the empirical data used in this study. It describes the survey ap-
proach, design and execution and summarizes the data. Chapter 6 reports the specification and
estimation results of the model based on the previously described analytical framework and dis-
cusses the implications of the results. Finally, Chapter 7 presents the research's contributions,
summarizes the findings and presents suggestions for future research.
2 Passenger Demand for Air Travel and Elapsed Time
2.1 Introduction
This chapter consists of three sections. In the first section, a brief historical background
of airline distribution relevant to the discussion of elapsed time is given. In the second section,
the reasons for the attributed importance of elapsed time in airline itinerary choice are presented
and discussed. In the third section, a case study is presented. In the case study, booking data from
a sample market is used to analyze what share of passengers voluntarily chooses a longer elapsed
time for their itinerary.
2.2 Historical Background
Since the 1950's, airline travel has seen tremendous growth rates. In the early days of air
transportation, airlines operated under a strictly regulated environment. Routes and fares had to
be applied for and approved by government authorities (see e.g. Goetz & Sutton, 1997). In this
environment, airlines cooperated via interline agreements, honoring each other's tickets, since no
one airline was able to cover all traveling needs for an individual. Because of this regulated envi-
ronment with fixed fares and relatively low supply in comparison to today, the schedule of an
airline was a key differentiating factor.
The deregulation of fares in the U.S. market brought about by the "United States Airline
Deregulation Act of 1978" changed the relative importance of schedule by introducing fare dif-
ferentiation into the market. With fares and restrictions potentially being different for two air-
lines, passengers could now tradeoff these attributes versus schedule quality. In the early 1980's,
another key differentiator was introduced with the frequent flyer programs. Frequent flyer pro-
grams are a powerful customer retention program, giving incentives in form of elite status to per-
form most travel with one airline. In consequence, customers potentially moved from a "search
by schedule" (with all else being equal), to a customer choice that involved two more powerful
attributes, that is price and frequent flyer programs.
Distribution of airline tickets has changed considerably since the 1950's as well. At the
beginning of mass air travel, airlines overwhelmingly sold tickets by phone or in their own sales
offices. Passengers could call the airline or travel agents would call the airline to book tickets for
their customers. With increasing automation, airlines offered travel agents booking engines, i.e.
Computer Reservation Systems (CRS). With added functionality, these systems today are called
"Global Distribution Systems" (GDS). In the traditional distribution channel setup (see Figure 2-
1), Global Distribution Systems presented a bottleneck with the potential of abuse of power. Tra-
vel agents would almost exclusively rely on GDS to access an airline's inventory, giving the
GDS in an unregulated environment the chance to abuse their power. Passengers could either call
the airlines directly or, in order to reduce their transaction costs, rely on a travel agent.
Figure 2-1: Traditional Distribution Channels
Airlines GDS ---- Travel Agent--+ Passenger
Source: adapted from Taubmann (2004)
In order to avoid that airlines owning GDS could exploit the system by giving their own
itineraries preferred treatment, the U.S. government regulated the GDS. A "neutral" display was
required, showing itineraries ordered by certain schedule criteria. The regulation also assured
that all users had equal access to airline inventory. If an airline owning a GDS displayed itinerar-
ies in one GDS, it had to display it in all others as well. As a consequence of this regulation,
GDS owner airlines couldn't force travel agents to subscribe to their own GDS if they wanted
access to that airline's inventory. In addition, this led to transparency of market supply for the
travel agent in one single transaction.
With the advent of the World Wide Web, the distribution of airline tickets has become
much more diverse (see Figure 2-2). Airlines and passengers can now bypass the Global Distri-
bution Systems by using airline or third party internet sites, making the GDS' position a much
weaker one. At the same time, the market loses much of its former transparency, since not all
airlines offer their itineraries in all systems. Passengers and travel agents incur much higher
transaction costs if they want full information regarding supply today.
Figure 2-2: Modern Distribution Channels
Source: adapted from Taubmann (2004)
Both the changes following deregulation and the changes in distribution channels have an
effect on the reasons for the attributed importance of elapsed time, which will be discussed in the
following section.
2.3 Reasons for Attributed Importance to Elapsed Time
The importance of elapsed time is historically attributed to three factors: The screen posi-
tion of an itinerary in global distribution systems (GDS), the decision window model (Soncrant
& Hopperstad, 1998) and passenger preferences regarding lengths of trips and connections. Since
the airline industry has changed dramatically in the last few years, some of the changes may lead
to the conclusion that "elapsed time" has lost relative importance in passenger airline choice.
2.3.1 GDS Screen Position
The most prominent hypothesis about the importance of elapsed time is based on the
GDS screen position. Global distribution systems have until recently been required by govern-
ment regulation to supply a "neutral" display that shows itineraries in a certain order. The U.S.
regulation called for elapsed time to be a "significant factor" (Department of Transportation,
2003):
"(a2) Each integrated display offered by a system must either use elapsed time as a sig-
nificant factor in selecting service options from the database or give single-plane flights a
preference over connecting services in ranking services in displays.
(b1) Systems may order the display of information on the basis of any service criteria that
do not reflect carrier identity and that are consistently applied to all carriers, including
each system owner, and to all markets."
Following this rule, several systems use path quality as their primary criterion of ranking,
i.e. nonstop flights before direct flights (involving a stop without a plane change) and then con-
necting flights. Others use elapsed time directly or "displacement time", i.e. the deviation from
the time requested by the system user (Department of Transportation, 2004).
The European Union regulation specifically requires connecting itineraries to be ranked
by elapsed journey time (European Council, 1999):
"1. Ranking of flight options in a principal display, for the day or days requested, must be
in the following order unless requested in a different way by a consumer for an individual
transaction:
(i) all non-stop direct flights between the city-pairs concerned;
(ii) all other direct flights, not involving a change of aircraft or train, between the city
pairs concerned;
(iii) connecting flights.
2. A consumer must at least be afforded the possibility of having, on request, a principal
display ranked by departure or arrival time and/or elapsed journey time. Unless otherwise
requested by a consumer, a principal display must be ranked by departure time for group
(i) and elapsed journey time for groups (ii) and (iii)."
Figure 2-3 shows an example of a GDS screen for the itinerary Boston - Zurich from the
Amadeus GDS.
Figure 2-3: Example of GDS Neutral Display
AN1AO6FEBBOSERB
AMADEUS AVAILABILITY - AN ** ZRH ZURICH.CH
LX 053 F8 J9 C9 D9 Y9 S9 M9 /BOS E ZRH
A5 03 C9 D9 29
DO ZO 10 RO YO
F6 A2 J9 C9 D9
/BOS E FRA 1
/FRA 1 ZRH
/BOS E CDG2E
LH 423
1"pg LH3720
AF 337
1835
1645
0645+1
1755
3 FR 06FEB 0000
0755+1E0/332
0530+1E0/744
0740+1E0/735
0630+1E0/772
7:20
8:55
WX*AF5100 C7 D7 Y9 S9 U9 K9 R9 /CDG2F ZRH K 0730+1 0850+1E0/142 8:55
AF 321 P9 F8 A4 J9 C9 D9 19 /BOS E CDG2E 2015 0850+1EO/772
WX*AF5102 C9 D9 Y9 S9 U9 K9 R9 /CDG2F ZRH M 0955+1 1115+1E0/142 9:00
NW 038 J4 C4 Z4 Y4 B4 M4 H4 BOS E AMS 1820 0705+1E0.D10
KL:NW8411 J4 C4 Z4 Y4 B4 M4 H4 AM4S ZRH 0755+1 0930+1 0.737 TR 9:10
AF 321 P9 F8 A4 J9 C9 D9 19 /BOS E CDG2E 2015 0850+1E0/772
S'd p LX 633 J9 C9 19 Y9 S9 M9 L9 /CDG2B ZRH 1005+1 1125+1E0/320 9:10
LH 423 F9 A9 03 C9 D9 Z9 17 /B0S E FRA 1 1645 0530+1E0/744
LX1081 J9 C9 I9 Y9 59 L9 09 /FBA 2 ZRH 0715+1 0820+110/AR1 9:35
CO 112 AO DO 20 Y9 H9 K9 N9 BOS C EWR C 1600 1718 E0/738 6
4" page CO 078
BA 212
BA 710
J9 D9 ZO Y9 H9 K9 N9 EWR C ZRH
F8 A7 J8 C7 D6 14 W6 /BOS 5 LHR 4
J9 C7 D7 I5 Y9 B0 L9 /LER 1 ZRH M
1800
1805
0715+1
0745+1E0/762
0530+1E0/772
1000+1E0/320
9:45
9:55
(without codeshare flights)
Source: Amadeus System, retrieval on 04 Feb 2004
The figure shows the first several lines per screen page. The first page displays the nonstop flight
by Swiss Airlines (LX) on top. The subsequent connecting itineraries are sorted by elapsed time,
which is displayed in the right hand column on the screen. The example shows that a difference
of 15 minutes in elapsed journey time can decide whether an itinerary is displayed on the first
page (LH423/LH3720) or on the third page (AF321/LX633).
Based on this ranking in GDS and the fact that around 80% of all bookings are made
from the first screen, and more than 50% from the first line (House of Lords, 1998), many air-
lines feel that elapsed time has traditionally been important in passenger choice. However, this
might be a confusion of correlation and causality: Bookings for itineraries on the first page might
be made for other reasons than screen position. Since GDS' often display nonstop flights first,
path quality might for example be more important than the mere fact that an itinerary is on the
first screen.
The DOT ruled that display order regulations were to be terminated by July 31, 2004
(Department of Transportation, 2004). This may eventually lead to the disappearing of neutral
displays and could reduce elapsed time's impact on screen position. Since the termination of reg-
ulation, the ranking is entirely up to the GDS supplier. GDS could try to sell the top spots on
their screens or offer price reductions if airlines agreed to have their itineraries moved to a lower
rank. In addition, they can exclude airlines from their display, making it necessary for consumers
to search different sources if they want a full overview of supply.
Even in a still regulated environment like Europe, GDS screen position could only be re-
levant when a neutral display is used and no one involved in the decision process has any biases.
However, airlines work hard to introduce incentives to all members of the decision chain in pas-
senger bookings: Passengers are incentivized by frequent flyer programs, corporate travel offices
by special discounts and travel agents by override commissions. Override commissions are spe-
cial commissions given to a travel agency when it reaches a certain revenue level with one air-
line. Thus, a travel agent would try to maximize revenue with one specific airline if the other
members of the decision chain had not voiced any preferences regarding their preferred itinerary
choice.
The change in market shares of distribution channels is another factor that diminishes the
importance of GDS and thus the potential of a "screen position hypothesis". Currently, approxi-
mately 50% of airline ticket sales in the U.S. are conducted online (Nielsen/NetRatings, 2005). If
passengers book directly with airlines (either online or via telephone), GDS screen position is
irrelevant. In addition, internet sites increasingly are used even by travel agents for airline book-
ings. These sites have never been regulated, i.e. may sort and bias by whatever criteria they
choose.
An overview of the treatment of elapsed time on selected internet distribution channels is
given in Appendix A, Table A-1. The table displays the treatment of elapsed time and connecting
time on airline web sites (American Airlines, Continental Airlines, Delta Air Lines, Northwest
Airlines, United Airlines, US Airways, Southwest Airlines), online travel agencies (Expedia, Or-
bitz, Travelocity), metacrawlers (Kayak, Mobissimo, Sidestep), and opaque search engines
(Hotwire, Priceline). Metacrawlers do not sell tickets themselves but act as "meta-agents" who
refer their site visitors to airline and online travel agency websites. Opaque search engines do not
show airline information before payment. All of the non-airline sites have a fare driven approach
on their default screen, sorting by best (lowest) fare. Only two of the airline websites, American
Airlines' and US Airways' websites, provide a schedule driven search as their default screen.
Results of a schedule driven are either sorted by number of connections, departure time or devia-
tion from requested departure time. None of them use elapsed time as a default sorting criteria. In
the initial presentation of search results, 5 of the 16 analyzed sites display separate flights and
their departure and arrival times when offering a connecting itinerary. 11 of the 16 sites allow the
user to actively sort by elapsed time. This overview shows that elapsed time has lost much of it
display power when comparing the "bottleneck GDS era" to today's era of diverse distribution
channels. Websites today sometimes even give warnings when connecting times are tight (see
Appendix A, Figure A-1 (American Airlines website: "Connecting time either short or long")
and Figure A-2 (ITA website: "The layover in Chicago has relatively little room for delays, and
for this route a missed connection would likely be very inconvenient").
In conclusion, GDS and screen position are often cited to be the reason for a short
"elapsed time" being important in passenger itinerary choice. However, deregulation of GDS,
incentives across the decision chain and the advent of the internet have reduced the importance
of "elapsed time" based on screen ranking in airline distribution.
2.3.2 Decision Window Model
The second important hypothesis about the relevance of elapsed time is based on the De-
cision Window Model (Soncrant & Hopperstad, 1998, and Boeing Commercial Airline Group,
1993). The Boeing Decision Window Model postulates that a passenger has a predetermined de-
cision window, defined by an earliest departure time and the latest arrival time in which she
wants to travel from A to B. The width of the window is a function of the "best", i.e. shortest tra-
vel time in the specific market, and the schedule tolerance around the ideal time of the individ-
ual. The model assumes that purpose of travel and length of trip influence the amount of sched-
ule tolerance, with business travel and shorter trips reducing the schedule tolerance.
All itineraries within this window will be considered. Figure 2-4 displays an example for
this selection process. The individual decision window is represented by the first horizontal line.
Three itineraries are displayed below. While the first two itineraries fall within the decision win-
dow and thus remain in the choice set, the third itinerary is discarded before the next step. If no
itinerary satisfies the decision window constraint, the model assumes that the passenger recon-
siders and replans his decision window.
Figure 2-4: Example of Itinerary Selection in Boeing Decision Window Model
Decision Window
If an itinerary satisfies the decision window constraint, DWM assumes that passengers
move to the next level of decisions (see Figure 2-5). On the second level, passengers choose ei-
ther by path quality or by airline. Path quality is ranked from nonstop to direct to connecting
flights. From all itineraries remaining in the choice set, a passenger choosing by best path quality
would only allow best path quality itineraries to remain in the choice set. Another passenger,
choosing by preferred airline, would eliminate all other airlines. The model postulates that a
longer range increases the fraction of passengers choosing by airline preference.
The third level criterion in the Boeing Decision Window Model is defined by the second
level criterion. If a passenger chooses by path quality on the second level, he would choose by
preferred airline on the third level. If he chooses by preferred airline on the second level, he
would choose by path quality on the third level.
Figure 2-5: Second and Third Level Decision Criteria of Decision Window Model
range
A longer elapsed time could cause an itinerary to go beyond a passenger's decision win-
dow and thus be excluded from the choice set.
The Decision Window Model can be critiqued in a number of ways. First, it does not in-
clude fare in its model, i.e. it assumes that choice is based solely on schedule quality and airline
brand. Second, the DWM employs a lexicographic three level rule, not allowing for tradeoffs.
For example, even if an itinerary by the preferred airline barely fell out of a postulated individ-
ual's decision window, it would be discarded from the choice set. However, this is highly unlike-
ly, since consumer choice typically involves tradeoffs. Third, the foundation of the Decision
Window Model is questionable. It assumes that a passenger defines an "ideal" itinerary time
window isolated from supply considerations. Passengers could, on the contrary, first check pos-
sible itineraries and then finalize their plans at their destination.
In conclusion, while longer elapsed times increase the chance of not falling within an in-
dividual's decision window, it is questionable whether the model is an accurate representation of
the passenger itinerary choice process.
2.3.3 Preference for Short Elapsed Times
The third rationale for the importance of elapsed time is the hypothesis that passengers
prefer short elapsed times. It is a common statement in the literature that "passengers prefer
shorter connections" and "discount longer connections" (Mayer & Sinai 2003), derived from the
fact that time has a value in itself. However, this statement incorporates neither the risk of mis-
connection nor the effect of the traveler being rushed.
While passengers may well ex post prefer shorter actual connections, it is questionable
whether they ex ante prefer shorter scheduled connections. With increasing congestion and de-
lays in the 1990's, missed connections for passengers and luggage increased as well. Having a
shorter scheduled connection increases the risk of misconnection and thus influences the ex-
pected elapsed time, accounting for a certain probability of misconnection. Passengers may dis-
count the variance of elapsed time even more than a longer scheduled connection. For example, a
passenger may be willing to accept a longer connection time in exchange for a higher probability
of actually making that connection.
The second effect of short connections may be the feeling of being rushed. While airport
terminals worldwide have been expanded, the minimum connecting times set by airports have
typically remained constant as airports see small minimum connecting times as a strong competi-
tive advantage. Even if misconnection was not an issue, passengers might prefer a relaxed trans-
fer versus a rushed one at an airport. With the increase of the average population's age in the
Western world, this factor might increase in importance in the future.
Another effect regards the value of time itself. Traditionally, connecting time is seen as
idle time that is unproductive for the passenger. However, the information age reduces the oppor-
tunity costs of longer connecting times. Passengers today can use their cell phones or mobile de-
vices in airports and be as productive as elsewhere. For other uses, airports today offer lounges,
banks and shopping areas that allow to utilize the time in whatever way preferred. Consequently,
time on ground may feel less onerous than without these options present.
2.3.4 Summary
All of these factors lead us to question whether minimizing elapsed time is as important
for airlines as it may have been earlier and whether minimizing scheduled elapsed time is what
passengers truly prefer. Table 2-1 gives a summary of the discussed items.
Table 2-1: Summary of Attributed Importance of Elapsed Time Discussion
Primary Supporting Contrary arguments
Arguments
GDS Screen Position 80% of all bookings - Prices are deregulated
are from the first - GDS are deregulated
page, elapsed time - Incentives (FFP, etc.)
relevant for screen - GDS' share decreases due to internet
position
DWM Longer elapsed time - DWM doesn't include price
may lead to "falling - decision rule in reality may not be lexi-
out of window" cographic
Passenger Preference Value of time - Risk of misconnection not taken into
account (relevant is the discounting of
variability in actual travel time); risk of
misconnection has increased because of
larger terminals, more air traffic conges-
tion, more time consuming security
measures, while MCT often stayed the
same)
- Rush aversion in combination with old-
er average traveling age not taken into
account
- Information age reduces opportunity
costs of longer transfer times (out of
aircraft time does not have to be idle
time, but can be used for cell phone
conversations, wireless internet, etc.)
- Terminals allow for better use of time
(lounges, shopping areas, banks, book-
I _shops, etc.)
2.4 Case Study: Passengers Voluntarily Avoiding Short Connecting Times
The goal of this case study is to get an indication whether or not passengers voluntarily
avoid short connecting times, all other attributes of the itinerary being equal. In order to answer
this question, we analyze what share of passengers voluntarily books a longer connection for a
given itinerary.
We use data from a large network carrier. The analyzed booking period is August 11th
2005 until September 30, 2005 with flight departures from September 01, 2005 until September
30, 2005. Once per day between August 11th and September 30th, availabilities for all Septem-
ber departures on a selected origin destination market were logged. In addition, all bookings
made for this Origin-Destination market in the defined booking period where logged. As part of
the analysis, bookings were merged with availabilities in order to check whether the alternate
itinerary was available in the booked reservation class on the day of the booking. If it was avail-
able, the passenger was counted in the following result table.
For the selected Origin-Destination Market, we analyze which inbound flight was chosen
for a fixed outbound flight. Booked itineraries can either have a short connection time (the short-
est connection available for sale by the airline) or a long connection (the next longer connection,
leaving earlier from the spoke airport and transferring onto the same outbound flight as above).
We define an itinerary as being booked voluntarily if the booked reservation class is available on
both itineraries on the day of reservation. This ensures that there are no differences in airline,
fare or earned mileage in frequent flyer programs between the two itineraries. Figure 2-6 exem-
plifies the approach. The first line shows itinerary A with a connecting time of 1 hour at the hub.
The second line shows itinerary B. Itinerary B has the same outbound flight as itinerary A. How-
ever, the inbound flight into the hub is an earlier one than in itinerary A, with the connecting
time at the hub being 2 hours. When choosing between the two itineraries, passengers can trade-
off the smaller risk of misconnection and less rush of itinerary B versus the later departure time
of itinerary A. We assume that both itineraries are known to the passenger. If only one itinerary
was know to the passenger, it would in all likelihood be the shorter connection, since GDS as
well as the carrier's internet distribution site rank by elapsed time.
The specific origin-destination market was chosen because it has a high frequency of in-
bound flights into the hub, allowing for an incremental change in connecting time. The first
flight is a short distance feeder flight (approximate flight time 1 hour), whereas the second flight
is a long-distance flight. The minimum connecting time at this airport for this itinerary is 60 min-
utes. The long-distance destination is served up to five times a day from this specific hub. The
airline providing the data has a market share of approximately 30% in this market, i.e. passengers
would have other choices if they were willing to switch to a different airline. Due to the proprie-
tary nature of this data, the exact origin, hub and destination have been disguised.
Table 2-2 displays the analyzed itineraries. The second and third column respectively
display the departure and arrival time of the origin to hub flight. The fourth column displays the
scheduled connecting time onto the outbound flight. The first row of each of the three itinerary
pairs shows the long connection, whereas the second row of each pair shows the short connec-
tion.
Figure 2-6: Short and Long Connections in Alternative Itineraries
1 h
Origin -Hub Hub-Destination Itinerary A
Oigin -Hub Hub-Destination Itinerary B
t
2 h
Table 2-2: Itineraries Analyzed in Case Study
Departure Arrival
Time Time
Origin-Hub 06:50 07:55
Origin-Hub 07:40 08:45
Origin-Hub 09:55 11:00
Origin-Hub 10:55 12:00
Origin-Hub 09:55 11:00
Origin-Hub 10:55 12:00
Departure
Time
Hub-Destination 10:00
Hub-Destination 10:00
Hub-Destination 13:05
Hub-Destination 13:05
Hub-Destination 13:30
Hub-Destination 13:30
For example, a passenger could have booked the 0740 departure in reservation class "W".
If "W" was also available at the time of booking for the itinerary departing at 0650, we assume
that the passenger booked the shorter itinerary voluntarily. Another example would be a passen-
ger booking the 0650 flight in "K" class. As long as the "K" class was also available for the itin-
erary leaving at 0740 at the time of booking, we assume that the longer connection was booked
voluntarily. On the contrary, if the alternate itinerary was not available in the booked reservation
class at the time of the booking, we disregard this passenger in subsequent analysis.
Results are segmented by cabin class and itinerary group, based on the three outbound
flights. In aggregate, 20% of all passengers choose the long connection, and 80% the short con-
nection. A differentiation by cabin class (see Table 2-4) does not yield large differences between
the behavior of passengers who booked First and Business class versus those who booked Econ-
omy class.
Table 2-3: Aggregate Results of Case Study
2U /O OIUyo
Table 2-4: Results by Cabin Class
-irsutiusiness 1 -/o oz"/o
Economy 23% 77%
Table 2-5 shows the results differentiated by the individual itinerary pairs. One can see
that the highest share of of passengers choosing the longer connection (25%) occurs when the
short connection is 65 minutes and the flight is during midday. For the morning itinerary, only
9% choose the longer connection with 125 minutes versus the short connection with 75 minutes.
For the third itinerary pair, even the short connecting time is 90 minutes, leading to a share of
90% for the short itinerary.
Table 2-5: Results by Connecting Times and Time of Day
0955 11:00 150 13:30 0 0% 1 6/ 3 15% 4 10%
10:55 12:00 90 13:30 3 100% 15 94% 17 85% 15 90%
The results indicate that of all passengers who have the choice to book a short connection
versus a long connection, a share of up to 25% chooses the longer connection. This is an indica-
tion that passengers may take into account factors like the risk of misconnection or the avoidance
of rush. The purpose of the subsequent chapters is to research these effects in more detail.
3 Literature Review of Airline Passenger Choice Models
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a review of previous research in the area of airline itinerary
choice. First, studies using revealed preference data will be discussed, followed by those
using stated preference data. Some of these works include elapsed time in their models,
and connections are primarily modeled as number of connections. To our knowledge, no
research exists that specifically studies the non-monotonicity of connecting time or in-
cludes attitudes in airline itinerary choice modeling.
3.2 Airline Passenger Choice Models
Airline Passenger Choice models may be divided into two broad categories:
Those using revealed preference data (booking data) and those using stated preference
data (experimental data). Booking data seldom contains socio-demographic information
and does not contain information on the initial choice set of the individual. It does, how-
ever, represent choices in a real world context, which may be more reliable than hypo-
thetical scenarios. Stated preference data, on the other hand, has the advantage that the
range of attribute levels can be extended, that multicollinearity among attributes can be
avoided by survey design, and that the choice set is pre-specified. Major disadvantages of
stated preference models are the fact that the respondent may be influenced by justifica-
tion bias for his current choice ("inertia effect") or that the respondent diverts from his
actual choice behavior to make an opinion statement, e.g. always choose the lowest price.
(see Morikawa, 2002, for a more detailed discussion of advantages and disadvantages of
revealed versus stated preference data). First, revealed preference studies will be dis-
cussed, followed by stated preference studies.
Kanafani & Sadoulet (1975) is one of the earliest multinomial choice studies in an
airline choice setting. It uses traffic data from the North Atlantic to estimate a model that
has relative fare difference, seasonal shifts, fare type and season dummies as variables.
The study focuses primarily on the differences between (regulated) fare types and shows
significant impacts of fare types and season.
Alamdari and Black (1992) give an overview of the use of the logit model in pas-
senger choice until 1992. Some of these works, e.g. Kanafani & Ghobrial (1985) include
the number of connections in their models, which has a negative coefficient value. How-
ever, the model does not include any more detail on the connection issue.
Coldren et al. (2003) and Coldren & Koppelman (2005) estimate aggregate air -
travel itinerary share models at the city pair level. The model makes use of path quality,
connections, carrier, carrier market presence, fares, aircraft size and type and time of day
service characteristics. The model allocates total city-pair air travel volume to itineraries
available in that market. The drawback of this approach is the use of average fare data in
the model and the sole reliance on data from computer reservation systems that does not
include bookings directly via airline systems. Consequently, there is a bias toward sched-
ule importance. Itineraries were built using the United Airlines itinerary building engine,
using distance based circuitry logic to eliminate unreasonable itineraries and minimum
and maximum connection times to ensure "that unrealistic connections are not allowed."
The dependent variable in the model is the number of passengers who booked each itin-
erary. Results indicate that path quality (nonstop, direct, single-connect, double-connect)
is highly significant. However, since fares are averages, this result might be misleading
because the tradeoff between fare and level of service was not adequately modeled. Col-
dren & Koppelman assess that "the results indicate that travelers making a connection
strongly prefer the best connection (shortest ground time) among itineraries sharing a
common leg at a transfer station". We do not know, however, if passengers chose the
shortest connection because this was the only one offered to them. In addition, results
show a "second-best connection time difference", representing a time difference penalty.
However, it is not known whether the passengers would pay more for having a shorter
connection.
Schrder (2004) describes the market share model employed by Lufthansa Ger-
man Airlines. Data is extracted from the central reservation systems and ticket databases,
and Lufthansa's market share on an origin-destination market is compared to the total
market size. A connection builder is used to establish all itineraries from origin to desti-
nation. In a second step, those itineraries deemed infeasible are filtered from the set. At-
tributes relevant in this filtering process are path quality, total elapsed time, connecting
time, number of connections, airport transfers across a city, market size, distance, and
distance relative to shortest distance. Market shares on given itineraries are then modeled
relative to all remaining connections as set up by the connection builder. As attributes of
the choice model, "departure and arrival preferences", a competition variable, a code-
share variable, elapsed time, path quality, aircraft type, an alliance variable and airline
preference are used. Market models are estimated for 17 regions worldwide.
Nason (1980) is one of the first Stated Preference applications in the airline
choice field. The choice is expressed in terms of socio-demographics, trip characteristics
and the service level associated with each alternative. Since the model was developed in
the regulated fare environment, it focuses on "ticket type choice" rather than on fares it-
self. Explanatory variables are trip purpose, number of cars in household, expected delay
if flying standby, profession and a dummy variable for vacation destinations. Departing
passengers at Boston - Logan airport are presented with a binary choice between a full
fare ticket and a standby ticket.
Ndoh (1990) develops a nested multinomial logit model employing survey data
from the 1986 Civil Aviation Authority survey conducted at four central England air-
ports. Even though Ndoh focuses on airport choice, he incorporates travel related attrib-
utes like frequency, elapsed time and time of first leg when connecting into his model.
The model does not, however, contain any socio-demographic or fare data.
Proussaloglou & Koppelman (1995) and Proussaloglou & Koppelman (1999) de-
velop an extensive survey for nonstop markets Chicago - Denver and Dallas - Denver.
Respondents make tradeoffs between carrier service attributes (frequency, quality of ser-
vice, reputation), flight schedule attributes (schedule delay relative to the respondent's
preferred flight times) and fare class attributes (fare level, advance purchase require-
ments, travel restrictions, cabin class related terminal and on-board service amenities, and
penalties for canceling one's flight). The focus of Proussaloglou & Koppelman is the tra-
deoff between different attributes in a nonstop market. The quality of service was re-
flected by traveler's ratings that were used to extract factors that were then used directly
as attributes in the choice model.
Bradley (1998) describes a study undertaken by Hague Consulting Group to study
air traveler route choice in the Netherlands. While the focus was on competing airports,
the study also included attributes of the itineraries themselves. Attributes of the choice
model were departure airport with its associated access time, flight frequency, path qual-
ity and fare. The path quality was varied from nonstop flight, to connecting flight with
short and connecting flight with long connecting time. Connecting times used were in the
range of 45 min to 2 hr for European destinations and 1-3 hr for intercontinental flights.
Trip characteristics of a recent trip and socio-demographics were collected but not used
in the choice model, stating that the application of this model in the future would not be
possible because that data is not readily available in a forecasting context. Models were
estimated in segments by trip purpose and trip distance.
Table 3-1: Valuations Inferred from the Bradley (1998) Route Choice Model
Business Business Inter- Leisure Leisure Inter-
Europe continental Europe continental
Value of Connecting Time 151 144 38 36
(NLG/hr)
Penalty for connection 198 225 62 54
(NLG)
Penalty values for each extra hour of connecting time were four to five times
higher for business travelers than for leisure travelers. Connecting time was modeled lin-
ear-in-parameters, not allowing any conclusion on whether or not there is a penalty for
very short connections. Similarly, penalties for connections as such were three to five
times higher for business travelers than for leisure travelers (see Table 3-1).
Adler et al. (2005) and Hess et al. (2005) use a 2001 survey by Resource System
Group to estimate models of airline itinerary choice. The models include the effects of
airline, airport, aircraft type, fare, access time, flight time, number of connections, sched-
uled arrival time and on-time performance. Adler et al. develop logit as well as mixed
logit models for the full survey population and segment the models by trip purpose into
business and non-business travelers. Their results show the relative importance of number
of connections in itinerary choice, however they do not specifically model the length of
connecting time. Results indicate that air fare is the variable with most explanatory pow-
er, regardless of whose choice is modeled or which type of model is used. Connections
are modeled as dummy variables for either one or two connections. Their results also re-
veal the substantial effect of frequent flyer status on itinerary choice, showing a much
stronger airline preference for elite status program members.
3.3 Implications for this Research
Previous studies have found, as expected, that elapsed time and number of con-
nections have a negative effect on passenger utility. However, none of these studies have
focused specifically on connecting time by treating it in a way to study if there is a dis-
utility of very short connecting times. Early studies have also omitted fare and frequent
flyer status, factors that have a large impact on choice in the current airline choice con-
text. What is missing so far is a comprehensive study focusing on elapsed time and espe-
cially connecting time, challenging the old assumptions about these two factors. In addi-
tion, passengers' attitudes, such as attitudes toward risk or rush, have not been included
in passenger itinerary choice models so far. However, they can have a large impact on
how consumers behave (Churchill 2004) and can give a behaviorally more realistic ex-
planation of airline itinerary choice. In the following chapter, a methodology is presented
that focuses on elapsed time and connecting time and includes attitudes in the choice
model.
4 Analytical Approach
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the analytical approach will be presented. In section 4-2, potential
decision rules and their applications to airline passenger choice are discussed. The behav-
ioral assumptions and hypotheses are presented in section 4-3, and in the following sec-
tion (4-4), possible data sources for modeling are explored. In the subsequent section
(4-5), we present the basic choice model and its extensions. Section 4-6 introduces the
concept of latent variables and details the modeling steps for the "Multiple Caus-
es/Multiple Indicators Model" (MIMC) and the integration in an "Integrated Choice and
Latent Variable Model" (ICLV). This chapter introduces the concept, while specification,
estimation and results will be presented in chapter 6.
4.2 Decision Rule
Various decision rules could be applied to the choice problem, among them do-
minance, satisfaction, lexicographic rules and utility maximization (Ben-Akiva & Ler-
man, 1985). Dominance seldom leads to a unique solution and is thus disregarded. Both
satisfaction and lexicographic rules do not allow for tradeoffs: Satisfaction rules elimi-
nate alternatives if at least one of its attributes is below a predefined satisfaction level.
Lexicographic rules (e.g. the decision window model) would rank first by only one at-
tribute. In the case of the decision window model, all itineraries outside of the decision
window would be removed from the choice set, even if other attributes, e.g. fare, were
much more favorable in the removed alternative. Passenger airline choice, however,
shows that tradeoffs are made: Passengers for instance choose a different itinerary if the
price is reduced or other attributes are changed. Thus, the decision rule should allow for
tradeoffs. In the utility decision rule, the decision maker maximizes the utility, whereby
attributes can be traded off against each other. Since not all attributes of the alternatives
and all characteristics of the decision maker(s) can be observed, the random utility ap-
proach is widely used. Random utility theory assumes that observed choice behavior is
probabilistic and it is assumed that the decision maker maximizes his utility based on the
attributes of the alternative. However, not all of these attributes are observable, making
utility a random variable for the analyst, consisting of an observable component and a
random component (Ben-Akiva, Lerman, 1985).
4.3 Definitions, Behavioral Assumptions and Hypotheses
The following definitions are used in the subsequent sections:
An itinerary is a series of flights from a passenger's origin to her destination. An itinerary
may contain only one flight (i.e. a non-connecting itinerary) or more than one flight (i.e.
a connecting itinerary)
Elapsed time of an itinerary is the time between the scheduled departure of the first flight
and the scheduled arrival of the last flight.
Connecting time is defined as the time between the scheduled arrival of a flight and the
scheduled departure of a subsequent flight within an itinerary.
Minimum connecting time is the minimum feasible connecting time at an airport as pub-
lished by the corresponding airport authority.
Buffer time is the difference between connecting time and minimum connecting time.
Figure 4-1 exemplifies these definitions. The graph shows an itinerary from Baltimore to
Savannah. The flight at Baltimore leaves at 09:30 am, arriving at Atlanta airport at 11:20
am. The second flight leaves at 12:30 pm, and is scheduled to arrive at Savannah at
1:30pm. The elapsed time of this itinerary, i.e. the time from the first departure to the last
arrival, is 4 hours. The connecting time at Atlanta airport, i.e. the time from arrival of the
first flight to departure of the second flight, is 70 minutes. The minimum connecting time
for Atlanta as published by the airport authority is 45 minutes, resulting in a buffer time
of 25 minutes.
Figure 4-1: Definitions for Time Segments of an Itinerary
Definitions: Example Itinerary Baltimore - Savannah
Connecting Timeo
70 minutes
Baltimore Atlanta Atlanta Savannah
9:30 AM 11:20 AM 12:30 PM 1:30 PM
Minimum Connecting Time (MCT) Buffer Time =
at Atlanta Airport = fConnecting Time - MCTh=
45 minutes 25 minutes
Elapsed Time
4 hours
While many attributes are important in itinerary choice (e.g. fare, frequent flyer program
membership, etc.), our hypothesis focuses on the effect of connecting time on itinerary
choice. We hypothesize that there are ree components associated with the utility of
connecting times. First, passengers' value of time lets us assume that a longer scheduled
connecting time leads to a lower utility level. Second, we assume that the risk of miscon-
nection is a factor in assessing the length of connection time. Third, we assume that short
connecting times (close to the minimum feasible as published by the airport) may create a
feeling of rush for the passenger and thus would have a lower utility than longer connect-
ing times.
The sum of all three effects, value of time, risk of misconnection and rush describes the
utility of buffer time to an individual. We could assume, for instance, that the effect of
rush can be mitigated by allowing 15 minutes of buffer time in addition to the minimum
connecting time. Regarding the risk of misconnection, we could hypothesize that at a buf-
fer time of 45 minutes, virtually all connections are successful. For value of time, we
could assume a linear trend, reducing the utility with increasing buffer time. For illustra-
tive purposes, the impact of the three components on buffer time utility is displayed in
Figures 4-2 to 4-4.
Figure 4-2: Buffer Time Utility with Relatively Weak Risk of Misconnection Utility
Figure 4-3: Buffer Time Utility with Relatively Strong Risk of Misconnection Utility
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Figure 4-4: Buffer Time Utility with Relatively Weak Risk of Misconnection and Weak Rush Aver-
sion Utility
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Depending on the relative impacts of risk of misconnection utility and rush aversion util-
ity, the aggregate buffer time utility has different shapes, as seen in Figures 4-2 to 4-4.
Figure 4-2 describes a situation where the effect of risk and rush are larger than that of
value of time for the first 15 minutes of buffer time, leading to increasing buffer time util-
ity. In the second segment, the effect of value of time is larger than that of risk of mis-
connection, reducing utility. In the final segment, only the effect of value of time is rele-
vant, reducing the slope of the curve even more. Figure 4-3 differs from figure 4-2 in the
middle segment. In this scenario, the effect of risk of misconnection is larger than that of
value of time, leading to an increase in utility between 15 and 45 minutes. Figure 4-4
shows an example of a monotonic buffer time curve. In this case, already in the first seg-
ment from 0 to 15 minutes the effect of value of time is larger than that of the sum of risk
and rush, leading to the monotonic curve. In this case, increasing buffer time decreases
utility at any buffer time value.
Since flight arrivals usually have a distribution similar to a normal distribution, a
more realistic representation of risk of misconnection utility is an asymptotic one as dis-
played in Figure 4-5. By adding just a few minutes of buffer time to the minimum con-
necting time, a large portion of misconnections can be avoided. In this example, the ag-
gregate buffer time utility increases up to a level of 15 minutes of buffer time and de-
creases subsequently.
The purpose of our research is to test whether this hypothesis of non-monotonic
buffer times can be confirmed and whether there exists any heterogeneity regarding buf-
fer time utility in the population.
Figure 4-5: Buffer Time Utility Hypothesis
4.4 Data Sources: Revealed versus Stated Preference
Data for a model incorporating connecting times can be retrieved from observed
choices (revealed preference) or from choice experiments (stated preference). Our choice
of data is largely based on feasibility. Historic booking data is available from GDS
(Global Distribution Systems) in form of MIDT (Market Information Data Transfer) files.
These are data derived from the major GDS's and have been used previously in passenger
choice models (see Chapter 3, e.g. Coldren & Koppelman, 2005). However, the data has
several drawbacks. First, it only reveals the final choice of a passenger. The original
choice set of the passenger remains unknown. Even though a universal schedule would
show all scheduled flights, it would neither show whether these itineraries were actually
available to the passenger at time of booking nor at what fare. Second, we have no socio-
demographic information (e.g. frequent flyer membership) on the passenger across air-
lines. Third, MIDT data only gives us bookings via GDS, and only some of the bookings
made directly through airline websites pass through GDS. Thus, MIDT data would poten-
tially overestimate the importance of schedule since it does not capture all passengers
who choose by airline (and book directly through the airline). Fourth, MIDT data does
not give us any information on attitudes or perceptions of travelers. From the previous
discussion we conclude that a more advantageous option to study the field of interest is to
perform a survey. In a survey, the choice set of the respondent is known. Socio-
demographic information can be collected so it can be incorporated into the modeling
process. In addition, attitudes and perceptions can be captured that may provide a richer
explanation of choice. The survey will be presented in chapter 5.
4.5 Choice Model
In this section and the next, the model framework is described. Equations, specifi-
cation, estimation and results will be described in Chapter 6. In this first section (4.5), the
basic choice model is described. In the next section (4.6), the latent variables risk, rush
and trust that are hypothesized as being important to have a more realistic representation
of itinerary choice will be introduced into the model.
Discrete choice models are widely used in applications in transportation, market-
ing, and other areas. A discrete choice is a choice between mutually exclusive and collec-
tively exhaustive alternatives, for instance a choice of a certain itinerary in a given Ori-
gin-Destination market. The most prominent discrete choice model is the Multinomial
Logit Model (MNL) (Ben-Akiva, Lerman, 1985). MNL is a random utility maximization
model, where we assume that the decision maker maximizes his utility while the analyst
does not have complete information, making utility a random variable to the analyst. In
the following section, the basic choice model is reviewed.
The utility an individual allocates to a certain alternative is modeled with a de-
terministic and a random part. The utility of an alternative i for individual n depends on
the attributes of the alternative and the socio-demographic characteristics of the individ-
ual and an error term, where the error term is assumed to be i.i.d. extreme value distrib-
uted. In itinerary choice, the utility of an alternative could depend on fare, membership
in frequent flyer program, number of connections, and other attributes and characteristics.
Figure 4-6: Framework for the Choice Model
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Figure 4-6 is a graphical representation of the framework. Observable variables
are displayed in rectangles, whereas unobservable variables are shown as ovals. Solid ar-
rows depict causal relationships (structural equations), while dotted arrows depict the re-
lationship between a latent variable and its indicator (measurement equation). In the
choice model, explanatory variables are either socio-demographics of the decision mak-
ers (e.g. gender, trip purpose) or attributes of the alternatives (e.g. fare, elapsed time,
number of connections).
The choice model relies on important causal variables being directly observable.
However, decisions are not only determined by attributes of the alternatives and observ-
able characteristics of the decision maker, but also by underlying, non-observable atti-
tudes of the decision maker. In the next section, the framework to specify the systematic
part of the utility function in a more realistic way by including latent constructs is de-
scribed.
4.6 Integration of Latent Variable Models
4.6.1 Introduction
Latent variables are unobservable to the analyst. Unlike attributes of the alterna-
tives or socio-demographic characteristics, they are not directly measurable. Our hy-
pothesis regarding buffer time is that the attitudes toward risk of misconnection, rush, and
trust into airline's scheduling reliability are important causal factors in the decision mak-
ing process when choosing an airline itinerary. Since these attitudes are latent, traditional
discrete choice analysis methods cannot be used. In the following section, the framework
of integrating latent variables into choice models is described.
We hypothesize that there is heterogeneity in the assessment of connecting times,
and latent variables (risk, rush, trust) are used to explain this heterogeneity. Latent vari-
ables are extracted from indicators, which are manifestations of the underlying latent
variable. There are two steps involved in the integration of latent variables into the mod-
el. The first one is the MIMC model, consisting of measurement equations with the psy-
chometric indicators represented as a function of the latent variables, and a structural eq-
uation, explaining the latent variables with observed variables. The second step is the in-
tegration of the choice and the latent variable model.
4.6.2 Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes Model (MIMC)
In a MIMC model, indicators are used as manifestations of latent variables. The latent
variables are described by socio-demographic characteristics of the individual. MIMC or
structural equation models have been pioneered by the work of J6reskog (1973), Keesling
(1972) and Wiley (1973). For a comprehensive review of structural equation modeling,
see Bollen (1989), Kline (2005) or Schumacker & Lomax (2004).
The MIMC model consists of measurement equations and structural equations. In the
measurement equations, indicators are explained as a function of latent variables, whe-
reas the structural equation explains the latent variables with socio-demographics of the
individual. Figure 4-7 shows the MIMC model. The next step will be to integrate the
MIMC model with the choice model.
Figure 4-7: Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes Model
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4.6.3 ICLV Model (Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model)
The Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model integrates the MIMC model
and the choice model in one model. Figure 4-8 is a graphic representation of the model.
The formulation is based on the work by McFadden (1986), Cambridge Systematics
(1986), Ben-Akiva and Boccara (1987), Ben-Akiva et al. (1999), Walker (2001), Walker
and Ben-Akiva (2002), Morikawa, Ben-Akiva and McFadden (2002), Ben-Akiva et al.
(2002a), Ben-Akiva et al. (2002b), Bolduc and Giroux (2005) and Bolduc, Boucher and
Alvarez-Daziano (2008).
Figure 4-8: Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model
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In the integrated choice and latent variable model, all previously described com-
ponents are estimated simultaneously. There are two structural equations, one explaining
the latent variables with socio-demographic characteristics, and the other one explaining
the utility with attributes of the alternatives and latent variables. Latent variables are used
like any observable variable in the choice model. If they represent perceptions of an al-
ternative, they can be used as a stand alone variable explaining utility. In our case, latent
variables represent an individual's attitudes towards certain constructs (e.g risk), i.e. pro-
vide socio-demographic information that either can be included alone in the utility func-
tion or interacted with attributes of the alternatives. In this dissertation, both alternatives
are air itineraries and the attitudes are characteristics of individuals. A non-interacted in-
clusion in the utility function would not make sense, since risk or rush do not favor one of
the alternatives per se. (This is contrary to a mode choice model, where attitude toward
rush could make an individual favor e.g. car vs. public transit). Consequently, the latent
variables are interacted with attributes of the alternative in order to analyze the impact of
the latent variable on the valuation of the attribute.
The integrated choice and latent variable model also has two measurement equa-
tions. The first measurement equation is the one introduced as part of the MIMC model.
It explains the indicators as a function of the latent variables. The second measurement
equation explains the choice in the stated preference experiment.
The parameters are estimated by maximum likelihood estimation, leading to con-
sistent and efficient estimators. Simulation is required in estimation as the likelihood
function for the integrated model consists of multi-dimensional integrals. The specific
specification and likelihood function will be described in Chapter 6.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, the behavioral assumptions and hypotheses and the general
framework and approach to test the hypothesis of non-monotonic buffertime utility was
presented. It is assumed that individuals have a lower utility for connecting times close to
the minimum connecting time versus slightly longer connecting times. Factors for this
behavior are hypothesized to be the value of time, attitudes toward risk of misconnection
and rush aversion and trust into airlines' scheduling reliability. We assume that utility for
buffer time increases with a certain increase in time and then decreases based on value of
time aspects. We present the general framework to test this hypothesis and to analyze any
heterogeneity regarding buffer time. The first step is a choice model incorporating buffer
time. In the second step, indicators are used to extract the latent variables (risk, rush,
trust) and these latent variables are explained with socio-demographic variables of the
individuals. In the third step, the choice model and the latent variable are jointly esti-
mated in order to produce a more behaviorally realistic model.
5 Survey Design and Summary Statistics
5.1 Introduction
Based on the framework discussed in the previous chapter, a survey instrument was de-
signed to collect the data used in the estimation of a choice and latent variable model. This chap-
ter describes the survey. The questionnaire design is described in the following section. Section
5.3 describes the execution of the survey. Finally, section 5.4 presents descriptive statistics of the
survey data.
5.2 Questionnaire Design
The survey described here is part of a larger study that is performed annually by Re-
source System Group (see e.g. Adler, 2005). The survey was adapted and expanded to serve the
purpose of this dissertation. In this chapter, the sections of the survey are described in more de-
tail. Respondents were first asked to provide information on a recent trip (5.2.1). They were then
asked to describe their preferences regarding airports and airlines (5.2.2). The following stated
preference experiment is the central element of the survey, giving respondents the choice be-
tween different itineraries (5.2.3). The next step of the survey is a rating exercise, collecting in-
formation on attitudes toward risk, rush and trust in airlines' scheduling reliability from the re-
spondent (5.2.4). Finally, respondents are asked to provide socio-demographic information
(5.2.5). Each part of the survey will be described in detail in the following sections.
5.2.1 Information on Previous Trip
At the beginning of the survey, the respondent was asked to describe her most recent
U.S. domestic air trip. Trips made using frequent flyer miles or using any other kind of coupon
or voucher did not qualify. The survey covered the outbound portion of the respondent's air trip.
The items describing the recent trip and selection choices are summarized in Table 5-1.
These trip characteristics were selected and collected because it was hypothesized that they could
explain the choice of itinerary and give an explanation for the heterogeneity in attitudes. For the
pre-purchase phase, the collected characteristics were trip purpose, ticket sponsor, party size, the
preferred arrival time, and the used distribution channel. Choice behavior and attitudes might
vary systematically based on these criteria.
The itinerary, pre-flight and flight characteristics describe the attributes of the trip itself.
Itinerary characteristics are those attributes of the trip that are inherent to the itinerary, e.g. date
and time of the itinerary, airline, connecting airport, etc. Pre-flight characteristics are access
mode and time, the time the passenger arrives at the airport, and whether or not the passenger has
checked baggage. Flight characteristics are the expected on-time performance of the flight and
the aircraft type flying the route. All of these are expected to influence the passengers' choice
behavior.
Table 5-1: Relevant Surveyed Trip Characteristics
Category Item Alternatives/Entry
Pre-purchase Trip Purpose Business, Vacation, Visit
friends/relatives, attend school/college,
other
Distribution Channel Travel Agent, Airline, Third Party Online
Ticket sponsor Personally, company, family/friends
Party Size 1,2,3,4,5, >5
Preferred local arrival time [hours, minutes, am/pm]
Itinerary Characteristics
Month Jan-Dec
Day of week Su-Sa
Nights away 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8-14,15-21,>21
Class of service Economy, Business, First Class
Airline [Select from list]
Departure Airport [city, airport name, or airport code]
Arrival Airport [city, airport name, or airport code]
Fare [positive integer]
Scheduled local departure time [hours, minutes, am/pm]
Scheduled local arrival time [hours, minutes, am/pm]
Itinerary type Nonstop, connections [number]
Connecting airport (if applicable) [city, airport name, or airport code]
Scheduled transfer time (if appli- [hours, minutes]
cable)
Pre-Flight Access Mode Auto, taxi, shuttle, bus, train
Access time [hours, minutes]
Time at airport before departure [hours, minutes]
Checked baggage Yes, no
Food Brought from home, bought on the way
to airport, bought at airport, bought on the
plane, complimentary meal on board
Flight On-time Performance Yes, no/hours, minutes
Aircraft type Wide body, standard jet, regional jet, pro-
peller
5.2.2 Preferences Regarding Specific Airports and Airlines
In the next section of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to reveal their prefer-
ences regarding specific airports and airlines. These preferences are used in the stated choice ex-
periment to design the alternative itinerary. Respondents were first asked to rank the three air-
lines that they most prefer and to identify one that they least prefer based on their perception of
quality, ignoring price. Secondly, respondents were asked to identify the departure airport closest
to their home. The survey results are also used by other authors for airport choice models, hence
the detailed data collection on airports. Up to five airports within a 150-mile radius of the identi-
fied airport were extracted from an airport database and displayed to the respondent. Respon-
dents were asked to identify three airports they would consider using as alternatives to the recent
trip departure airport, assuming that suitable flights were available from these airports. Respon-
dents were allowed to choose from the displayed airports or identify other alternative airports.
Once they had chosen three airports, they were asked to rank these and the departure airport of
the recent trip from most preferred to least preferred. In addition, they were asked to provide
their access times to the three alternate airports.
5.2.3 Stated Preference Experiment
The stated preference experiment is the core of the survey. Respondents were given eight
pairs of flight itineraries from which to choose one each (see Figure 5-1). The first itinerary is the
one representing the recent trip of the respondent, based on the information provided in the first
section of the survey. The information provided to the respondent for the first itinerary is the
name of the airline, aircraft type, departure and arrival airports, departure and arrival times, lay-
over time, total travel time, number of connections, and fare as reported. In addition to the re-
ported connecting time, the respondent was informed about the minimum connecting time as
published by his connecting airport. The minimum connecting time is the time an airport pub-
lishes as the minimum feasible time needed for a connection. An itinerary has to have at least
this minimum connecting time, but often has longer connecting times. This data is based on the
listings available in the OAG database (OAG, 2004). On-time performance is added as an attrib-
ute with levels of 50, 60, 70, 80, or 90% on-time performance for the recent trip. This was done
to avoid a bias toward the recent trip, where the on-time performance outcome is actually known
to the respondent.
Figure 5-1: Screen Shot of Stated Preference Survey
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The second alternative was designed using the attributes and levels that are summarized
in Table 5-2. The design of the second alternative was random, with one level randomly picked
for each attribute, unless otherwise described below. Airline and departure airport were drawn
from the ranking list provided by the respondent.
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Table 5-2: Stated Preference Experiment Attributes and Levels
Attributes Levels
Airline 14, 2nd, 3rd, last ranked
Departure airport 1st, 2 nd, 3 rd 4th ranked
Aircraft type wide body, standard jet, regional jet, propeller
Fare -50, -25, +-0, +25, +50 % of fare of recent trip
On-time performance 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 %
Number of connections 0, 1,2
Minimum connecting time 30, 40, 50, 60 min
Buffer Time 0. 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 150, 210 min
Arrival Time Deviation -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 hrs vs. preferred arrival time as provided
Aircraft type levels were customized based on the travel time of the recent trip. For trips
shorter than 2.5 hours, aircraft type was randomly drawn from the set { standard jet, regional jet,
propeller}. For trip lengths of at least 2.5 hours but shorter than four hours the aircraft type was
randomly drawn from the set Iregional jet, standard jet}, and for itineraries of at least 4 hours the
aircraft type was drawn from the set { standard jet, wide body}. The fare was varied relative to
the recent trip's fare of the respondent, and on-time performance was again varied from 50 to
90%.
If the recent trip was shorter than 4 hours, the number of connections was drawn from
{0,1}. For trips that were at least 4 hours long, the number of connections was randomly drawn
from the set {0,0,1,1,2}, i.e. a nonstop itinerary or a one stop connection had a 40% probability
of being chosen, whereas a two stop connection had a 20% chance of being chosen. This was
done since two stop connections occur less frequently in U.S. domestic trips.
The minimum connecting time was randomly varied between 30 and 60 minutes. The at-
tribute "buffer time" resembles the additional layover time. Adding the minimum connecting
time and the buffer time results in the connecting time or layover time of the itinerary. Finally,
the "arrival time deviation" attribute reflects the deviation from the preferred arrival time as re-
ported by the respondent at the outset of the survey.
The attributes described above where used as input factors to the displayed itinerary. For
airline and departure airport, the ranks were replaced by the names of the airline and airport. The
fare level was used as a percentage deviation from the fare of the previous trip in order to calcu-
late the fare of the alternative itinerary. On-time performance, number of connections and mini-
mum connecting time levels were presented without any further calculations. The buffer time
was added to the minimum connecting time level and was displayed as "layover time" of the al-
ternative. Finally, the arrival time deviation was used to calculate the arrival time of the alterna-
tive. Given that arrival time, the departure time of the itinerary was calculated. Arrival and de-
parture times are shown in local time, i.e. in case there were time zone differences between de-
parture and arrival airports, these were accounted for.
5.2.4 Rating Exercise
The rating exercise is designed as part of this dissertation and is set up to collect the fol-
lowing attitudinal characteristics:
oo The willingness to rush vs. a shorter scheduled elapsed time
oo The willingness to risk misconnection vs. shorter scheduled elapsed time
oc The perception of an airline's trustworthiness in providing reliable connections
Questions were set up with a 5 point likert scale (see Figure 5-1), with ratings from
"strongly disagree", "somewhat disagree", "neither agree or disagree", "somewhat agree" to
"strongly agree". In the questionnaire, the statements were shuffled to disguise the underlying
expected attitudinal characteristics.
Figure 5-2: Rating Exercise (for overview purposes only, actual survey shuffled)
strongly disagree strongly agree
[1. Willingness to rush through airport vs. shorter scheduled elapsed time]
o 0 0 0 0
'sl hadfor me to find m= way through ai r-orts 'o:Jm o oi- o o 1115MI
don't mind beime rushed at a connectinm air rt i this means I'll arrive at mfinal destination earlier 0 0 0 0 0
[2 Willingness to take risk of missin flight vs. shorter scheduled elapsed time]
lCatchin my scheduled connectin flight is of rat importance 1o me o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
Given two itineraries that onl differ in connecti time, I alw s choose the one with shorter connecti i o o- o o o
[3. Perception of airlinies' trustworthiness inprvding reliable connections]
rMines 7 ometime underestimate the time needed to connect between flil ht 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0|make sure that the panned connecting time is adequate for me when bookin a connecting itinery 0 0 0 0 o
5.2.5 Socio-Demographics
The collected socio-demographics are listed in Table 5-3. In addition to collecting infor-
mation on gender, age, employment status and type, and household income, several items spe-
cific to the survey topic were collected. First, respondents were asked about the number of U.S.
domestic air trips they made in the previous year. Secondly, they were asked to name their mem-
bership level in the frequent flyer program for all airlines that they had ranked earlier in the ques-
tionnaire. Finally, respondents were asked whether they had missed a connecting flight in the
previous two years.
Table 5-3: Collected Socio-Demographics
Gender Female, Male
Age 18-21, 22-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70+
Employment status Full-time, part-time, self-employed, student, retired,
homemaker, unemployed
Employment type Clerical/secretarial, executive/managerial, profes-
sional/technical, sales/buyer, teacher/professor, re-
tail/service, other non-office worker
Industry List of industry types
Household's annual income I be- 1<10, 1051<20, 20s1<30, 30s1<40, 4051<50, 50 1<75,
fore taxes 7551<99, 10051
How many air trips have you [Number of U.S. domestic trips]
made in the last year that were in
the U.S.?
Membership in Frequent Flyer For all ranked airlines:
Program oo Not a member
oo Standard level
oo Elite 1 'level
oo Elite Highest Level
Missed connecting flight in the Yes, no
past two years
5.3 Sampling and Survey Execution
The survey was administered in May 2005. Subscribers of the survey tool "survey-
cafe.com" were invited to take part in the Air Travel Study if they had made a paid U.S. domes-
tic air trip within the past 12 months. If they did not qualify but someone else in their household
did, this person was allowed to answer the survey. Based on this sampling procedure, the survey
is not a probability sample, meaning that statements cannot be considered representative for the
whole population. However, the survey can be used for modeling and for conditional statements
for specific socio-demographic groups or respondents with certain trip attributes.
All information was collected via the internet tool "surveycafe.com". In total, 5331 regis-
tered users of surveycafe.com were e-mailed invitations to participate in the survey, and the en-
tries were accepted on a first come first serve basis until the target size was reached. As an incen-
tive, all respondents received a $7 voucher for a dessert.
5.4 Data Cleaning
Of the 621 respondents, two had input insufficient data and were eliminated from further
analysis. The median survey duration was 28 minutes. Survey durations under 10 minutes were
considered unreliable and were excluded from further analysis. The answers to the rating exer-
cise were used for an additional check whether respondents gave sincere answers. Since some of
the statements contradict each other, it would have been expected to have different rankings for
different questions. Data of respondents who answered with the same level of agreement for all
14 rating questions (e.g. strongly agree) was eliminated from further analysis. After data clean-
ing, 583 cases with 4664 stated preference responses remained in the data set.
5.5 Summary Statistics
In the following section, descriptive statistics of the surveyed data are presented. In the
next sub-section, the trip characteristics of the respondents' recent trip are summarized. Follow-
ing, socio-demographics and answers to the rating exercise are presented.
5.5.1 Trip Characteristics
The trip characteristics of the respondents are outlined in Table 5-4. Of the reported trips,
18% were for business purposes, and 75% for either vacation or visiting friends or relatives.
73% of respondents booked their ticket online, on either the airline's website (48%) or on
an independent online travel portal (25%). This figure is higher than that of the total U.S. popula-
tion. Nielsen/NetRatings reports that "nearly 50%" of airline ticket sales in the U.S. have been
conducted online in the first half of 2005. (Nielsen/NetRatings 2005). Nielsen also reports that of
these 50%, half are conducted via online travel agencies and the other half via airline websites.
For domestic itineraries, Air Canada reports that in Q2 2006, 50% of tickets are sold via the air-
line's website and another 12% via call centers, numbers that are very similar to those seen in the
survey (Air Canada, 2007).
Of all respondents, 44% traveled alone, and another 32% as a party of two. 48% of re-
spondents spent four nights or a fewer number of nights away from home for this trip. 77% of
respondents checked baggage for their flight. This compares to a value of 70% of customers
checking bags of a major North American carrier on its domestic itineraries (due to competitive
nature of the business, airline name cannot be mentioned).
Of special interest in this study is the number of connections of the recent trip (see Table
5-5). Relative to all respondents, 68.5% had no connections, 28.6% had one connection, 2.7%
had two connections, and 0.2% had three connections. In comparison, of all U.S. domestic trav-
elers, 65.7% had no connections, 31.6% one connection, 2.4% two connections, and 0.2% three
connections, based on 2004 data from the U.S. DOT (DB1B Market coupon data).
Table 5-4: Selected Surveyed Trip Characteristics
What was the primary reason you went from x to y?
Frequency Percent
Business 107 18.4
Vacation 178 30.5
Visit friends or relatives 261 44.8
Attend school/college 1 .2
Other 36 6.2
How did you acquire your ticket?
Travel agent 72 12.3
Directly from the airline (call center or ticket counter) 73 12.5
Online - using an airline's web site 278 47.7
Online - from a travel site not hosted by an airline 146 25.0
Other 14 2.4
Number in travel party
1 (1 traveled alone) 255 43.7
2 (I traveled with one other person) 189 32.4
3 (I traveled with two other people) 54 9.3
4 (I traveled with three other people) 55 9.4
5 (I traveled with four other people) 6 1.0
6 or more (I traveled with 5 or more other people) 24 4.1
What class of service did you use?
Economy or coach 526 90.2
Business 39 6.7
First class 18 3.1
How many nights were you away on your trip
0 (left and returned the same day) 6 1.0
1 night 13 2.2
2 nights 71 12.2
3 nights 107 18.4
4 nights 81 13.9
5 nights 67 11.5
6 nights 52 8.9
7 nights 74 12.7
8 to 14 nights 72 12.3
15 to 21 nights 12 2.1
22 nights or more 28 4.8
Did you check any baggage for your flight
Yes 446 76.5
No 137 23.5
Table 5-5: Level of Service Characteristics of Respondents' Reported Recent Trip
Did you have a nonstop flight?
Frequency Percent
Yes, nonstop flight 363 62.3
No, made one or more stops or connections 220 37.7
Total 583 100.0
How many connections did you have?
0 36 6.2
1 167 28.6
2 16 2.7
3 1 .2
Total 220 37.7
5.5.2 Socio-Demographics
Of all respondents, 61% were female. Most of respondents' households had an annual in-
come of $50,000 to $74,999, with 22.3% having an income of $100,000 or more. 89% of all re-
spondents are between the ages of 22 and 59, and 8% are 60 years or older. Finally, 13% of re-
spondents confirmed having missed a connecting flight in the previous two years.
1Table 5-6: Selected Socio-Demographics Summary Statistics
Gender
Frequency Percent
Female 355 60.9
Male 228 39.1
Annual household income
Under $10,000 7 1.2
$10,000 to $19,999 18 3.1
$20,000 to $29,999 38 6.5
$30,000 to $39,999 56 9.6
$40,000 to $49,999 69 11.8
$50,000 to $74,999 157 26.9
$75,000 to $99,999 108 18.5
$100,000 or more 130 22.3
Age
18 to 21 17 2.9
22 to 29 99 17.0
30 to 39 164 28.1
40 to 49 161 27.6
50 to 59 94 16.1
60 to 69 38 6.5
70+ 10 1.7
Have you missed a flight at a connecting airport in the last
two years?
Yes 76 13.0
No 507 87.0
5.5.3 Rating Exercise
The results of the rating exercise are summarized in Figure 5-2. 77% of all respondents
somewhat or strongly agree that they make sure that the connecting time is adequate when book-
ing their itinerary, and 56% of respondents somewhat or strongly agree that they avoid short
connections because of the misconnection risk. On the other hand, 48% somewhat or strongly
agree that they do not mind being rushed at a connecting airport. 92% of respondents somewhat
or strongly agree that catching their connecting flight is of great importance to them. All results
can be viewed in Figure 5-3 (see also histograms in Appendix C).
Figure 5-3: Results of Rating Exercise
Rating Exercise Results
4%
I maee sure that the planned connecting
time is adequate for me when booking a
connecting itinerary
I enjoy having extra time at airporte
I try to avoid short connections becaume
of the risk of either me or my luggage
missing the connecting flight
Airlines only sell connections that they
expect passengers are able to malce
I don't mind being rushed at a connecting
airport if this means ril arrive at my final
destination earlier
k is the passenger's responslbility to plan
for a sufficient connecting time when
booking a connecting itinerary
Airlines sometimes underestimate the
time needed to connect between flights
Catching my scheduled connecting flight
a of great importance to me
I usually arrive at the check-In counter
just before the check-in deadikne
rm willing to accept the risk of a missed
connection If this gate me to my
destinaton earlier most of the time
I don't think time at airports is wasteqd
because I can ahop, eat or work at
airports
Given two itineraries that only differ in
connecting time, I always choose the one
with shorter connecting time
t'a hard for me to find my way through
airports
I Ike to take my time when connecting
between flights
I O strongly disagree U somewhat disagree * neither agree or disagree U somewhat agree O strongly agree |
146%
23%
3%%
sex
5.6 Conclusion
This is the first survey of airline passenger choice that explicitly focuses on con-
necting flights. By designing the survey to include connecting time and minimum connect-
ing time, the respondent is given an anchor to compare the connecting time to. The rating
exercise allows the inclusion of attitudes toward different connecting times in choice and
latent variable models.
The descriptive statistics of the rating exercise show that more than three quarter of
respondents take into account the connecting time when making their itinerary choice. The
respondents are approximately split evenly between those trying to avoid short connecting
times and those that do not mind being rushed when connecting. The modeling results de-
scribed in the next chapter will extract the latent variables from the indicators in the rating
exercise and connect socio-demographics with those latent variables, thereby explaining
how these socio-demographics impact attitudes and airline itinerary choice.
6 Results
In this chapter, the specification search and modeling results are described. The chapter
starts with the choice model specification and results. The choice model is the first building
block of the Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model. In the second section (6-2), the latent
variable (MIMC) model is introduced. In the third section (6-3), the results of the integration of
the choice and the latent variable model (ICLV) are detailed.
6.1 Choice Model
6.1.1 Introduction
In random utility maximization, the value of utility is a random variable. The utility an
individual allocates to a certain alternative is modeled with a deterministic and a random part.
The utility Ui, of an alternative i for individual n depends on the attributes of the alternative and
the socio-demographic characteristics of the individual (X;m) and an error term (Si.). The error
term is assumed to be i.i.d. extreme value distributed. The vector of unknown parameters / is
estimated. The structural equation [6-1] is comprised of the described deterministic and random
part. The measurement equation [6-2] reveals the choice. It is 1 if the respective alternative was
chosen and 0 otherwise, assuming utility maximization.
Structural Equation:
Ui, = X j,, + E,,, [6-I1
Measurement Equation:
1, if Uin=mxt U}
Yin 0, otherwise [6-2]
where:
n denotes an individual, n = 1 ,..., N.
i,j denote alternatives, i, j = 1 ,..., J.
yin is the choice indicator (equal to 1 if alternative i is chosen, and 0
otherwise).
Uin is the utility of alternative i as perceived by individual n.
Xin is a (1 xK) vector of explanatory variables describing n and i.
,8 is a (K x1) vector of unknown parameters.
ein are i.i.d. extreme value random variables.
The individual choice probability is then
P( yi, = 11 X", ) = [6-3]Ee (X)
jEC,
where:
C is the choice set faced by individual n, comprised of J, alternatives
Numerous models were estimated in the specification search (described in the next sec-
tion), using the attributes available in the survey results as outlined in Chapter 5. Figure 6-1
shows the final model specification and Table 6-1 displays the estimation results.
6.1.2 Choice Model Specification and Estimation Results
The alternative specific constant for the current trip can be explained by various factors.
First, the current trip is a reported actual trip, i.e. the respondent does not associate any uncer-
tainty with this trip. There may also be a justification of past behavior present in the SP exercise
or an inertia effect, reflecting a bias toward the current trip. The alternative specific constant may
also capture attributes that are not included in the variables.
In the specification search, fare was first treated linearly and then as a log transform. The
latter led to a better model fit, representing decreasing marginal returns with higher fare and im-
plying a lower sensitivity to absolute fare changes at higher fare levels.
Frequent flyer program membership was available at four levels in the survey data, top-
elite, base-elite, standard and none. The frequent flyer program membership included here is in
respect to the airlines displayed in the alternatives. Even if the characteristic of the traveler in
both alternatives is "none", the respondent could be a frequent flyer program member of an
Figure 6-1: Choice Model Specification
Table 6-1: Estimation Results for Choice Model
Parameter Coefficient Value Standard Error T-test
Alternative specific constant current trip 1.0216 0.0608 16.8
In (fare) -3.978 0.133 -29.9
Elite frequent flyer program member 0.472 0.197 2.4
Standard frequent flyer program member 0.201 0.0973 2.1
On-time performance in percentage points 0.0117 0.00253 4.6
Preferred airlines 0.148 0.0668 2.2
First airport choice 0.800 0.0933 8.6
Second airport choice 0.305 0.0972 3.1
Number of connections -0.488 0.133 -3.7
Night departure -0.359 0.177 -2.0
Access time in min -0.00432 0.000775 -5.6
Elapsed time in min -0.00319 0.000468 -6.8
Minimum Connecting Time in min -0.00596 0.00300 -2.0
Buffer time < 15 min in min 0.0151 0.00626 2.4
Buffer time 15-59 min in min -0.00754 0.00333 -2.3
Buffer time > 60 min in min -0.00186 0.00141 -1.3
Number of estimated parameters: 16
Number of observations: 4664
Final log-likelihood: -1656.37
Adjusted rho-square: 0.4827
airline that is not part of the choice set. As part of the specification search, constants were esti-
mated for all four levels, with no membership being the base level. The results indicate no sig-
nificant difference between a model with all four levels versus one in which the first two levels
are combined to a joint level called "elite frequent flyer program member." Therefore, only three
levels were used for subsequent modeling and estimation.
On-time performance is described by a percentage value depicting on-time departures
within 15 minutes of schedule. A preliminary test with dummy variables for the different attrib-
ute levels (50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% on-time performance) showed that on-time performance
can be modeled in a linear fashion.
Of the four airports ranked by the respondent, only the first two were significantly differ-
ent, with the third and fourth airport being the base. The estimation values show that airport is far
more important than airline, which intuitively makes sense. Even though access time is captured
separately, other attributes of airports such as ground transport, parking facilities or lounge ac-
cess could be relevant in this regard.
The number of connections of an itinerary was initially modeled as three constants (zero
connections, one connection, two connections). Another estimation run showed that a model
with number of connections modeled linearly was not significantly different from the first model.
The disutility associated with the length of the connecting time is modeled separately and is de-
scribed below.
Night departures are defined as departures between midnight and 5am. This is the time
window in which currently in the industry almost no flights depart, as it is perceived as being
highly disadvantageous to the customer, both in terms of time of day and access to the airport.
As expected, the coefficient has a negative sign, revealing the disutility of night departures. Ac-
cess time is the time needed from home to the specific airport of the alternative.
Time from departure airport to arrival airport is captured by various coefficients. Figure
6-2 shows a detailed description of the time windows an itinerary is comprised of.
Figure 6-2: Time Windows of an Example Itinerary
Connecting Time =
70 minutes
Baltimore Atlanta Atlanta Savannah
9:30 AM 11:20 AM 12:30 PM 1:30 PM
Minimum Connecting Time (MCT) Buffer Time=
at Atlanta Airport =Connecting Time - MCT=
45 minutes 25 minutes
Elapsed Time=
4 hours
A connecting itinerary consists of various elements. The total time from departure of the
first flight to arrival of the last flight is defined as "elapsed time". In the estimation results,
elapsed time has a value closer to zero than access time, which can possibly be explained by the
higher discomfort associated with the trip to the airport vs. the trip from origin airport to destina-
tion airport.
The time from arrival of the first flight to departure of the second flight is defined as con-
necting time. In the model, connecting time is divided into two subelements, the minimum con-
necting time specific to the connecting airport and the additional time, defined as "buffer time".
Minimum connecting time has a stronger effect than elapsed and access time. This could be due
to the fact that the minimum connecting time is a proxy for the size of the connecting airport,
with higher minimum connecting times equivalent to larger airports. The sum of minimum con-
necting time and buffer time produces the connecting time. In the survey, respondents were
given the elapsed time, connecting time and minimum connecting time and had to infer the
available buffer time. The details of the buffer time estimation will be described in the next sec-
tion.
In addition to the time-oriented aspects discussed above, estimation runs were performed
with "schedule delay" and "time of day departure time" components. "Schedule delay" is defined
as the difference between the preferred arrival time and the actual arrival time. "Time of Day"
was modeled by using three coefficients, one of them being the departure time, the second one
the squared departure time, and the third one the cubed departure time. Both approaches, sched-
ule delay and time of day departure time, didn't improve the model fit. This might be caused by
the limited variability of departure and arrival times in the data set. Interactions were tried be-
tween trip purpose and buffer time, however, these produced insignificant coefficient estimates
for the interactions and did not significantly improve the model fit.
One may hypothesize that frequency of flights for the flight leg from hub to destination
could have an influence on choice. In the stated preference experiment, neither the hub location
nor the frequency of outbound flights was given, so the hub location could only be inferred from
the airline choice and the frequency from the hub-destination pair by well versed travelers. Re-
gardless of the second leg's frequency however, a misconnection creates a burden of uncertainty
and transaction costs. Customers often need to see an overcrowded service counter, later flights
may be fully booked and checked baggage may not be rerouted properly on subsequent flights.
Based on these points, it is believed that the frequency of the second leg has limited influence on
choice.
Aircraft type (wide body jet, narrow body jet, regional jet, prop aircraft) was included in
preliminary model specifications and estimations. However, no aircraft type related coefficient
could statistically significantly improve the model fit and thus aircraft type is disregarded in the
final specification. Compared to previous choice models in the literature (e.g. Adler, 2005), this
shows that passengers might have become accustomed to flying in regional jets and prop air-
planes, which in previous models were perceived negatively versus larger aircraft types.
6.1.3 Alternative Specifications for Buffer Time
In order to test the hypothesis regarding buffer time described in chapter 4, buffer time
was modeled in various ways. Buffer time was modeled linearly and several different piece-wise
linear approximations were tested. In addition, two power transformations were tested.
In order to test our n-shaped disutility curve hypothesis for buffer times, a linear parame-
ter for buffer time would be insufficient. In the linear specification [6-4], only one parameter is
estimated. We split the range of buffer times into separate parts, leading to the estimation of 3
separate coefficients. Below is an example for cutoffs at 30 minutes and 75 minutes [6-5 to 6-8].
Linear specification: ffer x buffer time [6-4]
Piecewise linear specification:
,buffer x B1 + pI 2 +r x B firx B3  [6-5]
with
t if t<30
30 otherwise [6-6]
0 if t<30
B2= t-30 if 30" t<75 [6-7]
45 otherwise
( 0 if t<75 [6-8]
t -75 otherwise
With a log likelihood test between the restricted model [6-4] and the unrestricted model [6-5],
the hypothesis can be tested that all coefficient values are equal.
A second type of specification is a parabola based one. In this case, the maximum of a negative
parabola is hypothesized to be either at 15 or at 30 minutes, leading to the following specifica-
tion:
(fbuffr -15)2 [6-9]
(,buffer -30)2 [6-10]
Table 6-2 shows the estimation results for buffer time only for alternative models. Except
for the changes regarding buffer time, the same model as in Table 6-1 was estimated. The other
parameters of the model remained stable. The linear specification leads to a negative coefficient
value, as expected. This reveals that when specified as one linear parameter, increased buffer
time yields lower overall utility values.
The next three models have piecewise linear specifications. The first one has cut off val-
ues at 30 and 75 minutes, the second one at 15 and 60 minutes, and the third one at 15, 30, and
45 minutes.
Table 6-2: Alternative Buffer Time Specifications and Estimation Results (Buffer Time Parameters shown only)
No. of parameters
Final LL
adjusted p2
No. of parameters
Final LL
adjusted p2
Buffertime value (t-test) Buffertime value (t-test) Buffertime value (t-test)
linear parameter -0.00194 -2.0653 <30 0.00626 1.52 <15 0.0151 2.41
30-74 -0.00698 -1.85 15-60 -0.00754 -2.26
>75 -0.00190 -1.16 >60 -0.00186 -1.32
14 16 16
-1660.91 
-1658.56 
-1656.37
_ 
_0.4819 0.4820 0.4827
Buffertime value (t-test) Buffertime value (t-test) Buffertime value (t-test)
<15 0.0163 2.42 (Bftime - 30)^2 -1.775E-05 3.24 (Bftime - 15)^2 -1.403E-05 -2.89
15-30 -0.0188 -1.57
30-45 0.0013 0.12
>45 
-0.0025 -1.92
17 14 13
-1656.27 
-1661.25 
-1658.80
_0.4824 0.4818 0.4826
For the first two specifications, we assume two breaks, i.e. three pieces and want to test which
values lead to a better adjusted rho square value. Assuming a minimum connecting time of 45
minutes, these cut off values would resemble overall connecting times of 75 min and 120 min for
the first model and 60 minutes and 105 minutes for the second model. All have in common that
the first piecewise linear coefficient is positive, supporting the hypothesis about lower utility
close to the minimum connecting time. An increase in buffer time leads to a higher utility value
of the alternative. The second coefficient values in all three piecewise linear models are negative,
resembling the fact that a further extension of the buffer time and thus connecting time reduces
utility values.
The subsequent two models are specified with a power transformation. The rationale for
this is an upside down parabola shaped utility for buffer time. The first model has the maximum
at 30 minutes, while the second one has the maximum at 15 minutes. Both models yield signifi-
cant coefficient values, however, the models are not superior based on the adjusted p2 value ver-
sus the piecewise linear specification with cut off values at 15 and 60 minutes.
Figure 6-3 to Figure 6-8 are graphical representations of the piecewise linear buffer time
coefficients. Utility values are the sum of buffer time and elapsed time, since an increase in
buffer time also increases the elapsed time of a trip. The hypothesis about increasing utility lev-
els close to the minimum connecting time cannot be discarded. Contrary to our hypothesis, how-
ever, the middle section of the buffertime curves does not show a plateau, depicting a window of
indifference. After the first cutoff point, utility decreases. The smaller negative slope of the last
part of the curve might be explained with decreasing values of absolute minutes at higher buffer
time values.
Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 show the graphs of the parabola specification. Since the cumu-
lative effect of additional buffer time is the sum of the buffer time coefficient and the elapsed
time coefficient, the curves do not show the typical parabola graphical representation.
For further analysis, the model with cut off values at 15 and 60 minutes will be used,
since based on the adjusted p2 value it is the statistically superior specification.
Figure 6-3: Linear Buffer Time Specification
Figure 6-4: Piecewise Linear Specification at 30 and 75 minutes
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Figure 6-5: Piecewise Linear Specification at 15 and 60 minutes
Figure 6-6: Piecewise Linear Specification at 15, 30 and 45 minutes
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Figure 6-7: Parabola Specification with (Buffertime - 30 Minutes)2
Figure 6-8: Parabola Specification with (Buffertime -15 Minutes) 2
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6.1.4 Willingness to Pay Values
Figure 6-9 shows the willingness to pay based on the final choice model (Table 6-1). The
third column shows the willingness to pay in U.S. dollars, and the fourth column the willingness
to pay in minutes.
Willingness to pay in $ is calculated by dividing the respective attribute coefficient by the
fare coefficient and then multiplying this value by the average fare of $335 in order to account
for the logarithmic fare coefficient. Willingness to pay in minutes is calculated by dividing the
respective attribute coefficient by the coefficient value of elapsed time.
If the passenger is an elite member of the respective airline's frequent flyer program in
the alternative, this is valued at $39.75 or 148 minutes of the passenger's time versus not being a
member of the program. If the passenger is only a standard member, this value is reduced to
$16.93 or 63 minutes. On time performance is valued at $9.85 or 37 minutes for every 10% in-
crease in on time performance. Preferred airlines are the top two preferred airlines reported by
the respondent. The value is relatively low at $12.46. However, since there likely is a correlation
between elite membership in frequent flyer programs and preferred airlines, the cumulative value
for such an airline would be $12.46 + $39.75 = $52.21. Values for first airport choice versus last,
and second airport choice versus last, are in the expected magnitude and order with $67.37 for
the first airport and $25.69 for the second airport. One connection has a negative value of $41.10.
This value resembles the disutility of a connection as such, regardless of the time involved. Night
departures are valued at -$30.23, revealing the inconvenience of nightly trips. Access time is
valued higher than elapsed time ($21.83 vs. $16.12 per hour), representing possibly the discom-
fort associated with ground transport to the airport.
Fifteen minutes of additional buffer time, based on the minimum connecting time, are
valued at $15.05. This means that on average, individuals would be willing to pay this amount in
order to receive the additional buffer time. This is contrary to the traditional assumption that pas-
sengers discount longer connecting times.
Figure 6-9: Willingness to Pay Values in US$ for Average Fare of $335 and in Min of Elapsed Time
in US$ in min
Airline where passenger is Elite frequent flyer program member 39.75 148
Airline where passenger is standard frequent flyer program member 16.93 63
On-time performance increase of 10% 9.85 4
Preferred airlines vs. last 12.46 46
First airport choice vs. last 67.37 251
Second airport choice vs. last 25.69 96
Number of connections -41.10 -153
Night departure (midnight to Sam) -30.23 -113
Access time in min -0.36 -1.4
Elapsed time in min -0.27 -1.0
Minimum Connecting Time in min -0.50 -1.9
Buffertime < 15 min in min 1.27 4.7
Buffertime 15-59 min in min -0.63 -2.4
Buffertime > 60 min in min -0.16 -0.6
The results show that the hypothesis that additional buffer time from 0 to 15 minutes has
a positive utility and thus a positive willingness to pay cannot be discarded. This is counterintui-
tive to classic microeconomics, where additional required time would lower utility based on
value of time aspects. In the next section, latent constructs (attitudes toward risk, rush and trust
in airlines' scheduling reliability) will be introduced to better explain the underlying mechanisms
that lead to a higher utility with higher buffer time and to capture the heterogeneity of this effect
amongst respondents.
6.2 Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes Model (MIMC)
The Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes Model (MIMC) is the second building block of
the Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model. With the Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes
Model, latent constructs are introduced into the model to better understand and capture attitude
based heterogeneity in the model.
6.2.1 Model Specification
In the Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes Model, latent variables are extracted from indi-
cators and explained with socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents. The model con-
sists of a measurement equation and a structural equation.
The purpose of the measurement equation is to extract latent variables from the indicators repre-
sented by the rating exercise. The indicators are displayed in Figure 6-10 and the framework of
the final specification is displayed in Figure 6-11. The measurement model consists of a system
of 14 equations (R=14), one for each indicator variable, extracting three latent variables (L=3).
Based on preliminary analyses, one indicator (17) from the original rating exercise was con-
strained to 0. The specification of the measurement equation was based on a priori assumptions
and the design of the rating exercise
Measurement Equation:
I, =K+ AX* +v,,, v- N (0, , diagonal) [6-11]
with
I, = vector of indicators of latent variables of individual n (R x 1)
= vector of intercepts (Rx1)
A = matrix of unknown parameters (R x L)
X*= vector of latent explanatory variables of individual n (L x 1)
v= vector of disturbances of individual n (R x 1)
The error vector is assumed to be normally distributed. Covariances in the error term are set to 0
based on an assumption of conditional independence, i.e. all correlation between indicators is
assumed to be explained by the latent variable, resulting in a diagonal matrix with R variances.
In addition, we assume indicators to be on a continuous scale. Discrete indicators (based on the 5
point likert scale used) would have increased the number of parameters which, with given obser-
vations, was judged not to be sufficient. A constant vector is included in the measurement equa-
tion since indicators are in their absolute form, not in deviation form.
Figure 6-10: Indicators for MIMC Measurement Equation
12 It's hard for me to find my way through airports
14 I don't think time at airports is wasted because I can shop, eat, or work at airports
I6 1 usually arrive at the check-in counter just before the check-in deadline
I8Airlines sometimes underestimate the time needed to connect between flights
110 1 don't mind being rushed at a connecting airport if this means I'll arrive at my final destination earlier
12 I try to avoid short connections because of the risk of either me or my luggage missing the connecting flight
114 1 make sure that the planned connecting time is adequate for me when booking a connecting itinerary
Figure 6-11: Specification for Measurement Equation of MIMC Model
- ----- Measurement equation
(C )Unobservable variables
Observable variables
In figure 6-12, I, are the R indicators from the rating exercise (see Figure 6-10) and
X* are the L=3 latent variables:
X*= Risk
X*2= Rush
X*3 = Trust
Figure 6-12: Specification of Measurement Equation
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Structural Equation:
The structural equation explains the latent constructs with socio-demographics and trip
characteristics. The structural equation is defined as follows
X*. =AX ,, + a>,,- [6-12]co,, ~ N (0, 1)
where
A = matrix of unknown parameters (L x M)
in= vector of explanatory variables causing the latent variables (M x 1)
o) = vector of disturbances of individual n (L x 1)
We assume normally distributed error terms and independence of the error terms, i.e. covariances
are set to 0. For normalization purposes, the variance of each error term is set to one to set the
scales of the latent variables. No constants are included in the structural equation since X n
are in deviation form.
The specification of the complete model with measurement and structural equation can be seen
in Figure 6-13.
Figure 6-13: Specification of MIMC Model
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Assuming that the error components are independent, the likelihood function is written as
f(I, I X,;a,2,Xv,,)= f f (I I X*;a,E) fs(X * IX ;,Y) dX* [6-13]
X*
Substituting in 6-13, we obtain
f(IIX,;aA,,,z,)= + _ r-X*a, , [X*1-5 AJdX* [6-14]
X* r=1
where # is the standard normal density function.
6.2.2 MIMC Model Results
The following figures show the results of the MIMC model estimation. Estimation was
performed with a software program provided by Bolduc (see Bolduc and Giroux, 2005) with
maximum simulated likelihood.
In Figure 6-14, the results of the measurement equation of the 'Multiple Indicator Multi-
ple Causes Model' are displayed. The measurement equation consists of 13 equations, one for
each of the rating statements used in estimation. The latent variable risk tolerance has high posi-
tive factor loadings for statements 3, 5 and 10, e.g. "I'm willing to accept the risk of a missed
connection if this gets me to my destination earlier most of the time". Risk tolerance has negative
factor loadings for statements 1 and 12, e.g. "I try to avoid short connections because of the risk
of either me or my luggage missing the connecting flight".
The latent variable "rush aversion" has high factor loadings on statements 1, 4 and 11,
e.g. "I like to take my time when connecting between flights" and "I enjoy having extra time at
airports". The high factor loading on statement 4, "I don't think time at airports is waisted be-
cause I can shop, eat or work at airports" is an indication that the opportunity costs of a longer
connection are low for individuals with rush aversion, making it easier to accept a longer con-
necting time. There is also a positive factor loading on the statement "It's hard for me to find my
way through airports", which may add to the rush aversion of the individual when connecting.
The third latent variable, "trust in airlines' scheduling reliability", has high absolute fac-
tor loadings on statements 7 and 10. Statement 7, "Airlines sometimes underestimate the time
needed to connect between flights", loads negatively on trust, as would be expected. Statement
10, "Airlines only sell connections that they expect passengers could make", has a positive factor
loading on trust and shows the trust into airlines' scheduling reliability.
The statements of the rating exercise are used as indicators for the latent variables
in the measurement equation. The purpose of the structural equation is to relate socio-
demographics and trip characteristics to these latent variables. The goal is to describe the latent
variables with these individuals' characteristics, thereby being able to assign a certain level of
risk tolerance, rush aversion or trust to an individual based on his or her characteristics. In the
future, this would allow to assess someone's latent variable levels based on socio-demographics
and trip characteristics without having to resort to having the individual perform a rating exer-
cise.
The squared multiple correlation R2 is calculated as
R2 2 = error variance [6-15]
variance of dependent variable of equation
Figure 6-14: Measurement Equation of MIMC Model
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Figure 6-15: Structural Equation of MIMC Model
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In Figure 6-15, the results of the structural equation of the MIMC model are displayed.
The structural part of the model consists of three equations, one for each latent variable. All vari-
ables are dummy variables, except for age and income, which are specified piecewise linear. The
variable "missed" stands for having missed a connection in the past 12 months. "Elite" are pas-
sengers that have Elite status on any airline. Number of trips ("two to five", "more than five") is
based on air travel in the past twelve months. Trip purpose "business" and "vacation" are based
on survey participants' responses about their last trip. "Online" stands for customers having
booked their ticket via the internet. "Company" is a trip paid for by the respondent's company.
"Alone" and "Couple" relate to the party size, and "max three nights" and "four to seven nights"
to the length of stay. Income is defined in USD per annum. "Bags" stands for customers having
checked bags for the flight. In the next paragraph, socio-demographics that are significant at the
95% level will be discussed.
Being female, having the ticket paid for by one's company, an age higher than 50, and
having checked luggage reduces the risk tolerance value. Having the ticket paid for by one's
company may be an indication for the importance of arriving on time at one's destination, there-
by reducing the tolerance to misconnection risk. Having checked one's luggage may decrease the
tolerance for risk because in that case, not only oneself might misconnect, but also the baggage.
Even when arriving on time, risking to not having one's luggage may reduce the risk tolerance.
On the other hand, the level of risk tolerance is increased when being an elite member of
any frequent flyer program, when taking more than five trips per year, on trips with up to seven
nights duration, and when being a student. The first two characteristics describe an individual
who is traveling often, making buffers in aggregate more expensive to the traveler. If the traveler
would add 30 to 60 minutes of buffer to a weekly trip, this would add up to 26 to 52 hours of
buffer time per year. In this case, the individual may be willing to risk missing one or several
connections per year. For someone only traveling once or twice per year, inexperience and the
fact that the absolute cost of a buffer is much lower than in the case described above may lead to
lower risk tolerance. Risk tolerance is also increased by having missed a connection in the past
two years. An explanation could be that someone who is risk tolerant has experienced the conse-
quences of being risk tolerant by missing a connection.
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Rush aversion is increased by being female, by being an elite member of any frequent
flyer program, by going on a business trip, and by having checked luggage. It may seem counter-
intuitive that being an elite member increases risk tolerance and also increases rush aversion.
This shows that these are two distinct concepts. Elite members may be willing to risk a miscon-
nection, but dislike the rush associated with a short connection. When going on a business trip,
the rush aversion may be associated with the fact that rush could inhibit the concentration for the
following meeting or simply lead to unwanted physical stress. Rush aversion is decreased by a
party size of two versus a larger party, by trip length of four to seven nights and by a household
income larger than $75,000. Parties of three or more may have greater rush aversion because of
coordination needs and because the slowest in the group defines the overall speed going through
the terminal. Having missed a connection in the past two years decreases rush aversion as well.
As in the case of risk and having missed a connection, there may be a cause and effect relation-
ship, i.e. someone who has a low value of rush aversion would book short connections and thus
would be prone to missing a connection.
Trust in airlines' scheduling reliability is increased by being an elite member of any fre-
quent flyer program, by going on a business trip and by booking online. Elite members may have
a better, fact based, perception of airlines scheduling reliability and thus may have higher trust in
airlines than non-elite members. Even in the case of misconnections, these may not be as burden-
some for elite members since they would get special treatment by the airline because of their sta-
tus. Individuals who do not trust airlines or who are uncertain about airlines' scheduling reliabil-
ity may be inclined to avoid booking online. The value for trust is reduced by being female, by
having missed a connection in the past two years, by having the ticket paid for by one's com-
pany, and by low income. In the case of having missed a connection, it seems like a logical con-
clusion to have a reduced level of trust. Low income could be an indicator for a lower level of
education, which may be related to the level of trust in airlines' scheduling reliability.
The structural equation of the MIMC model explains the latent variables risk, rush and
trust with socio-demographics and trip characteristics. In the next step, the values for the latent
variables are interacted with attributes of the alternative in order to include the latent constructs
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in the choice model and thereby to provide a more realistic representation of airline itinerary
choice.
6.3 Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model
6.3.1 Model Specification
In joining the MIMC model with the choice model, the integrated choice and latent vari-
able model (ICLV) specification is created. As described in chapter 4, the ICLV model consists
of two structural and two measurement equations. The first structural equation is the choice
model utility function, including the latent variables.
Structural Equations:
U. = X,,pl + X*,,$ 2 +, i.i.d. extreme value [6-16]
X*, =A X + O>, (on~ N (0, I) [6-17]
where:
U.= vector of utilities of J alternatives i
X, = vector of attributes of alternatives i for individual n
X*n= vector of latent variables (L x 1)
,6 = vector of unknown parameters relating to Xn
/82= vector of unknown parameters relating to X*
A = matrix of unknown parameters (L x M)
X n= vector of explanatory variables causing the latent variables (M x 1)
con = vector of disturbances of individual n (L x 1)
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Disturbances of the latent variable function are assumed to be normally distributed. The error
terms a and o are assumed to be independent, and variances for o are set to 1 for identification
purposes.
The defined latent variables are characteristics of the individuals n and thus need to be interacted
with attributes of the alternative. Specifically, three models are presented where buffer time is
interacted with one of the latent variables. The purpose is to explain heterogeneity in sensitivity
to buffer time, e.g. if risk tolerant individuals have lower utility values from buffer time than risk
averse individuals.
Measurement Equations:
I, =K+ AX* +V,, v~ -N (0, Y., diagonal) [6-18]
1, if Ui.,=na U }
Yin = ,otherwise [6-19]
with
In = vector of indicators of latent variables of individual n (R x 1)
K = vector of intercepts (R x 1)
A = matrix of unknown parameters (R x L)
X*n= vector of latent explanatory variables of individual n (L x 1)
v, = vector of disturbances of individual n (R x 1) where v - N (0, I,)
Disturbances of the indicators are assumed to be independent, i.e. the covariances are set to 0.
The distribution of the error terms is assumed to be normal.
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Likelihood Function:
In order to build the likelihood function, we start with the choice model, following Ben-Akiva et
al. (2002):
P(y, I X,;f) [6-20]
We now add the structural equation of the latent variable model:
P(y, I X,;fl,2,E.,EX)= JP(y, I X.,X*n;fl)f,(X* I X,;2,E,)dX* [6-21]
X*
In the next step, we add the measurement equation, introducing the indicators:
f(y.,I, I X,;a,f,1IE,E.)= P(y, I Xn,X*;f)f,(X* 1 X ;2,E,)f(I, I X*;a,E,)dX*
X*
[6-22]
Finally, we insert the equations for the choice model including interactions with latent variables,
the MIMC structural equation, and the MIMC measurement equation:
f(y.,I, I X,;a,f,,,, )= #x*fl2 X 0 X ar dX*
x. Zexl~+I~i 1=1
[6-23]
The first term on the right hand side is the classical logit formulation. In addition to the attributes
of the alternatives, the latent variables are interacted with specific attributes, in our case buffer
time (X'X*). The second part of the right hand side corresponds to the structural equation of the
latent variable model. It can be simplified to exclude the standard deviation term since the vari-
ance of the structural equation is set to 1 for identification purposes. The third term represents
the measurement model of the latent variable model.
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Figure 6-16: ICLV Model
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6.3.2 ICLV Model Results
In this section, the results of the Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model (ICLV) are
described. Since the model interacting all latent variables with buffer time in the same model did
not converge, separate models were run for each latent variable interacting with buffer time. Es-
timation was done by Maximum Simulated Likelihood with a software provided by Denis
Bolduc (see Bolduc, D. and A. Giroux, 2005). In the following sections, the results of the three
models are described. Section 6.3.2.1 displays results for the model interacting risk tolerance and
buffer time. Section 6.3.2.2 describes results for the model interacting rush aversion and buffer
time, and section 6.3.2.3 presents results for the model interacting the latent variable trust with
buffer time. In section 6.3.2.4, a summary of the Integrated Choice and Latent Variable models is
presented.
6.3.2.1 Risk Tolerance
In the first integrated model, the latent variable "risk tolerance" and buffer time are inter-
acted and included in the choice model. In addition, number of connections is interacted with
rush and trust. Table 6-3 and Figures 6-17 and 6-18 show the estimation results. As expected, a
positive risk tolerance reduces the slope of the buffer time utility for the first 15 minutes, i.e. for
a risk tolerant individual an increase of buffer time does not yield as much utility as for a risk
averse individual.
Both interactions of number of connections with rush and trust produce insignificant re-
sults. The structural and measurement equation results of the latent variable model are very simi-
lar to those of the MIMC model, leading to the same interpretation as presented in the previous
section.
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Table 6-3: ICLV Model: Risk Tolerance and Buffer time
Coefficient Standard Error T-test
Alternative specific constant current trip 1.103 0.078 14.1
In (fare) -4.008 0.148 -27.0
Elite frequent flyer program member 0.516 0.208 2.5
Standard frequent flyer program member 0.198 0.103 1.9
Ontime performance in percentage points 0.0115 0.003 4.5
Preferred airlines 0.147 0.07 2.1
First airport choice 0.791 0.10 7.9
Second airport choice 0.311 0.093 3.3
Number of connections -0.367 0.132 -2.8
Night Departure -0.424 0.157 -2.7
Access time in min -0.00443 0.001 -6.7
Elapsed time in min -0.00318 0.000 -11.7
Minimum connecting time in min -0.00716 0.003 -2.3
Buffer time < 15 min in min 0.0126 0.005 2.4
Buffer time 15-59 min in min -0.00399 0.002 -1.9
Buffer time > 60 min in min -0.00145 0.002 -0.9
Interactions:
Buffer time < 15 min in min and risk tolerance -0.0134 0.005 -2.4
Buffer time 15-59 min in min and risk tolerance 0.00891 0.004 2.5
Buffer time > 60 min in min and risk tolerance -0.00237 0.002 -1.5
Number of connections and rush aversion 0.0406 0.062 0.7
Number of connections and trust 0.0889 0.072 1.2
Number of Observations: 4664
Final log-likelihood: -1653.65
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Figure 6-17: Measurement Equation of ICLV Model with Risk Tolerance
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Figure 6-18: Structural Equation of ICLV Model with Risk Tolerance
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In order to understand how many respondents are displaying monotonic behavior based
on this model, first the distribution of the risk tolerance variable is plotted in Figure 6-19, calcu-
lated by using the respondents' characteristics and the structural equation of the latent variable
model. The median of this latent variable is -0.0158, with a standard deviation of 0.378. We then
calculate the minimum value for the latent variable that results in a monotonic buffer time curve.
To achieve a result of utility = 0 for the first fifteen minutes of buffer time, the sum of the coeffi-
cient values for "elapsed time", "buffer time < 15 min" and the interaction value require to be
zero. The sum of the first two coefficients equals 0.00942. For the entire sum to be zero, the in-
teraction value is required to be - 0.00942. With the interaction coefficient value being -0.0134,
this leads to a corresponding risk tolerance value of -.00942/-.0134 = 0.703. Higher values of the
latent variable risk represent monotonic behavior, while lower values represent non-monotonic
behavior regarding buffer time. Based on the distribution of the risk tolerance variable, 95.9% of
respondents show non-monotonic behavior regarding buffer time and 4.1% of respondents show
monotonic behavior. Figure 6-20 shows the buffer time utility curve for the monotonic threshold
value of 0.703 and for the median of the distribution.
Figure 6-19: Cumulative Distribution of Risk Tolerance Variable
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Figure 6-20: Buffer Time Utility for Different Risk Tolerance Levels
The graph for the median risk tolerance is similar in shape to the one based on the choice
model alone. The risk tolerant curve shows monotonic behavior, meaning that starting at a buffer
time of zero, any increase in buffer time reduces utility for that individual.
Figure 6-21 shows buffer time curves for different percentiles of the risk tolerance vari-
able distribution. As expected, individuals with low risk tolerance have increasing utility for the
first 15 minutes of buffer time, decreasing thereafter. Individuals with higher levels of risk toler-
ance have lower gains of utility by increased buffer times in the first 15 minutes. The maximum
level of risk tolerance shows an unexpected curve, with increasing utility between minutes 15
and 60. For this outlier, the model does not show the expected results. Up to a percentile level of
97%, results are as expected. Further research with an extended dataset would have to be done to
capture this outlier.
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Figure 6-21: Buffer Time Utility for Percentiles of "Risk Tolerance" Distribution
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Since these findings cannot be generalized because of the non-representative sampling of
the survey, we also analyze subsets of the sampling population. In Figure 6-22, the cumulative
distribution of the latent variable risk tolerance is shown for female and male respondents. On
average, male respondents are more risk tolerant with a median of +0.15, and a median for the
female subset of -0.09. 8.8 % of males have a risk tolerance value of .703 or higher, showing
monotonic buffer time utility. For the female subset, 1.1 % have a risk tolerance of .703 or
higher.
Figure 6-22: Cumulative Distribution of Risk Tolerance by Gender
Cumulative Distribution of Latent Variable
"Risk Tolerance" by Gender
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Summarizing, the model interacting buffer time with the latent variable "risk tolerance"
shows the expected results for latent variable values up to the 97% percentile. With a high risk
tolerance, utility of buffer time is negative from minute zero. However, individuals with lower
risk tolerance have an increasing utility for buffer time from 0 to 15 minutes, and decreasing util-
ity thereafter.
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6.3.2.2 Rush Aversion
In the second integrated model, the latent variable rush aversion is interacted with buffer
time. In addition, risk tolerance and trust are interacted with number of connections. The results
are displayed in Table 6-4 and Figures 6-23 and 6-24. The integrated choice model shows that
being rush averse increases the utility of added buffer time in the first 15 minutes. This is what
would be expected for a rush averse individual. Correspondingly, negative rush aversion reduces
the utility of buffer time.
Table 6-4: Choice Model with Interactions (ICLV Model): Rush Aversion and Buffer Time
Coefficient Standard Error T-test
Alternative specific constant current trip 1.093 0.078 13.9
In (fare) -4.028 0.148 -27.2
Elite frequent flyer program member 0.463 0.208 2.2
Standard frequent flyer program member 0.213 0.103 2.1
Ontime performance in percentage points 0.0115 0.003 4.5
Preferred airlines 0.157 0.069 2.3
First airport choice 0.805 0.10 8.0
Second airport choice 0.306 0.093 3.3
Number of connections -0.418 0.132 -3.2
Night Departure -0.389 0.157 -2.5
Access time in min -0.00436 0.001 -6.5
Elapsed time in min -0.00319 0.000 -11.7
Minimum connecting time in min -0.00656 0.003 -2.1
Buffertime < 15 min in min 0.0113 0.005 2.4
Buffertime 15-59 min in min -0.00397 0.002 -1.9
Buffertime > 60 min in min -0.00141 0.002 -0.9
Interactions:
Buffer time < 15 min in min and rush aversion 0.0193 0.006 3.5
Buffer time 15-59 min in min and rush aversion -0.00671 0.003 -1.9
Buffer time > 60 min in min and rush aversion 0.00117 0.001 0.9
Number of connections and risk tolerance 0.107 0.065 1.7
Number of connections and trust 0.0720 0.072 1.0
Number of Observations: 4664
Final log-likelihood: -1653.51
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Figure 6-23: Measurement Equation of ICLV model with Rush Aversion
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Figure 6-24: Structural Equation of ICLV Model with Rush Aversion
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The coefficient value for the interaction of "number of connections" and risk is also as
expected. The coefficient value for "number of connections" alone is negative, meaning that one
or more connections reduce utility. For a risk tolerant individual, the interaction value for risk
tolerance and number of connections reduces the disutility of a connection. This intuitively
makes sense since a risk tolerant person would see a connection as less of a burden. A similar
effect can be seen in the interaction between "number of connections" and trust. This coefficient
is positive as well, showing that a positive trust value reduces the disutility of a connection.
In Figure 6-25, the distribution of the rush aversion variable is presented. The median of
the latent variable "rush aversion" is 0.0124, with a standard deviation of 0.303. Correspondingly
to the calculation described in section 6.3.2.1, the maximum value allowed for a monotonic buf-
fer time utility for rush aversion is -.0410. Of all respondents, 9.9% have rush aversion levels
lower than -0.4 10, leading to monotonic buffer time curves.
Figure 6-25: Cumulative Distribution of Rush Aversion Variable
Cumulative Distribution of Latent Variable
"Rush Aversion"
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In Figure 6-26, two buffer time utility curves are presented, one with the median value
for rush aversion, the other one with the rush aversion value of -0.410. Any value equal or lower
than this value would lead to monotonic buffer time curves. Any value higher than -0.410 leads
to non-monotonic buffer time curves, i.e. the utility increases for the first fifteen minutes. The
rush averse individual's curve is similar to that of the choice model alone.
Figure 6-26: Buffer time Utility for Different Rush Aversion Levels
In Figure 6-27, different percentiles for the latent variable "rush aversion" are presented.
It can be seen that the individuals with maximum rush aversion has the highest utility gain for
buffer time in the first 15 minutes. Individuals with a lower level of rush aversion, for instance
the 90* percentile of the latent variable distribution, accordingly have a lower utility gain for
buffer time. The 9.9% of the respondents with the lowest rush aversion have a monotonic buffer
time curve, as can be seen for the individual with the minimum rush aversion. At the 20% per-
centile, there is positive buffer time utility for 26 minutes, at the maximum rush aversion, for 44
minutes. Relating this to the case study in section 2.4 where individuals voluntarily added buffer
time of 65 to 90 minutes to the minimum connecting time of 60 minutes (or added elapsed time
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of 50 to 60 minutes to the alternative itinerary), a hypothesis may be that individuals would have
added a lower buffer time if that option had been available, but still opted to add the mentioned
buffer time because it has a higher utility for them than not adding buffer time.
Figure 6-27: Buffer Time Utility for Percentiles of "Rush Aversion" Distribution
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Since the non-probabilistic sampling of the survey does not allow to generalize the share
of respondents with non-monotonic buffer time curves, we analyze two subsets of the sample,
one being respondents who are an Elite member in any frequent flyer program, and the other
subset those are not. Figure 6-28 shows the cumulative distribution of the latent variable "rush
aversion" for these two groups. The median value for "Elites" is + 0.36, while the median value
for Non-Elites is -0.02. Based on the previous discussion, individuals have a monotonic buffer
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time curve if their rush aversion value is -0.410 or lower. For Elites, non of the individuals have
a smaller value, meaning that Elites all have a non-monotonic buffer curve in regards to rush
aversion. For Non-Elites, 11.2% exhibit a monotonic buffer time curve.
Figure 6-28: Cumulative Distribution of Latent Variable "Rush Aversion" by
Frequent Flyer Program (FFP) Status
Cumulative Distribution of Latent Variable
"Rush Aversion" by FFP Status
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In summary, the results show that heterogeneity can be better understood through interac-
tion of buffer time with the latent construct of "rush aversion". Depending on the level of rush
aversion of an individual, the buffer time utility may be increasing or decreasing for the first fif-
teen minutes of buffer time. Thus, introducing the interaction of buffer time and the latent vari-
able "rush aversion" adds to the explanatory power of the model.
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6.3.2.3 Trust in Airlines' Scheduling Reliability
The third integrated model interacts trust with buffer time. The results of the model are
presented in Table 6-5 and Figures 6-29 and 6-30. Similar to the preceeding models, it was also
tried to interact number of connections with the remaining two latent variables, however, this
model did not converge. For the interaction of buffer time and "trust in airlines' scheduling reli-
ability", the estimation results are as expected: the coefficient for the interaction of buffer time
and trust is negative, meaning that a positive value for trust reduces the positive effect of buffer
time in the first fifteen minutes. Thus, an individual with a high level of trust has fewer or no
gains in utility through adding buffer time in the first fifteen minutes.
Table 6-5: Choice Model with Interactions (ICLV Model): Trust and Buffer Time
Coefficient Standard Error T-test
Alternative specific constant current trip 1.103 0.078 14.1
In (fare) -4.026 0.149 -27.1
Elite frequent flyer program member 0.510 0.210 2.4
Standard frequent flyer program member 0.189 0.103 1.8
Ontime performance in percentage points 0.0116 0.003 4.5
Preferred airlines 0.140 0.07 2.0
First airport choice 0.811 0.10 8.1
Second airport choice 0.312 0.093 3.3
Number of connections -0.432 0.131 -3.3
Night Departure -0.423 0.158 -2.7
Access time in min-0.00438 0.001 -6.5
Elapsed time in min -0.00313 0.000 -11.5
Minimum connecting time in min -0.00621 0.003 -2.0
Buffertime < 15 min in min 0.0113 0.005 2.9
Buffertime 15-59 min in min -0.00335 0.002 -1.5
Buffertime > 60 min in min -0.00156 0.002 -1.0
Interactions:
Buffer time < 15 min in min and trust -0.0219 0.006 -3.1
Buffer time 15-59 min in min and trust 0.00817 0.003 2.0
Buffer time > 60 min in min and trust 0.00131 0.001 0.8
Number of Observations: 4664
Final log-likelihood: -1649.12
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Figure 6-29: Measurement Equation of ICLV Model with Trust
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Figure 6-30: Structural Equation of ICLV Model with Trust
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In Figure 6-31, the distribution of the latent variable "trust in airlines' scheduling reliabil-
ity" is presented. The median of the latent variable is 0.055 1, with a standard deviation of 0.439.
For a monotonic buffer time utility, a minimum value of 0.372 is required for trust. Of
the respondents, 17.3% have a trust value of at least 0.372. Lower values of trust lead to an in-
crease of utility with increasing buffer time up to 15 minutes.
Figure 6-31: Trust Latent Variable Distribution
Cumulative Distribution of Latent Variable
"Trust in Airlines' Scheduling Reliability"
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In Figure 6-32, two different buffer time utilities are presented. The curve based on the
median trust value is similar to that of the choice model. The curve with a trust value of 0.372
remains at a utility level of zero for the first fifteen minutes. Any trust value higher than 0.372
would produce disutility from the first minute for every additional minute of buffer time.
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Figure 6-32: Buffer time Utility for Different Trust Levels
Figure 6-33 shows the graphs for different percentiles of the latent variable distribution.
As expected, an individual with a minimum level of trust in airlines' scheduling reliability would
have the highest increase in utility for the first fifteen minutes of buffer time, and decreasing util-
ity thereafter. An individual with a 1 O* percentile trust in airlines scheduling reliability has a
slightly lower peak of utility than the individual with minimum trust. On the graph, the 90e per-
centile trust level (high trust in airlines' scheduling reliability) has decreasing utility for buffer
time from minute 0, as expected. The maximum level of trust shows decreasing utility from min-
ute 0 as expected, however an unexpected increase for the segment of minutes 15 to 60. With an
increased dataset, this could be improved.
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Figure 6-33: Buffer Time Utility for Percentiles of "Trust" Distribution
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In order to make a conditional statement on the non-monotonicity of buffer time, we
segment the survey population in two parts: Those that have missed a connection in the previous
two years and those that have not. Figure 6-34 shows the distributions for both segments. The
distribution of respondents who have not missed a connection in the previous two years has a
median of +0.11, while the median for those respondents who did miss a connection is -0.71.
This intuitively is understandable since the missed connection will have had an effect on the in-
dividual's trust in an airline's scheduling reliability. Based on earlier discussion, any trust value
of 0.372 or higher leads to a monotonic buffer time curve, i.e. a disutility of buffer time from the
first minute. This is the case for 19.9% of respondents who have not missed a connection in the
previous two years. For those that missed a connection, none have a trust value higher than
0.372, i.e. all of those that missed a connection display a non-monotonic buffer time curve.
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Figure 6-34: Cumulative Distribution of Latent Variable "Trust" by Past Connection Experience
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In summary, like the previous two models, the integrated choice and latent variable
model with interaction of buffer time and "trust in airlines' scheduling reliability shows that the
integration of latent constructs can add to the explanatory power and can explain heterogeneity.
Depending on the level of trust an individual has in airlines' scheduling reliability, his utility of
additional buffer time in an itinerary may increase or decrease.
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6.3.2.4 Summary of ICLV Model Results
Three models were developed and estimated. The first one interacts buffer time with the
latent variable "risk tolerance", the second model interacts buffer time with the latent variable
"rush aversion", and the third one interacts buffer time with the latent variable "trust in airlines'
scheduling reliability. For further research, based on a larger data sample, all latent variables
should be interacted with buffer time to achieve a fully integrated model. The separate models in
general show the expected results, i.e. a higher risk tolerance leads to lower utility of buffer time,
a higher rush aversion leads to increased utility of buffer time, and a higher trust in airlines'
scheduling reliability leads to a lower utility of buffer time. The models show that the latent con-
structs of "risk tolerance", "rush aversion", and "trust in an airlines' scheduling reliability can
capture heterogeneity in the model. In a classic choice model, the decision process is a "black
box", linking observed input to observed output. The integrated choice and latent variable model
allows us to better understand the decision process itself and attitudes that influence the decision.
The advantage of the integrated choice and latent variable model (for instance vs. capturing het-
erogeneity with random parameters) is that it gives us more information on the latent constructs
itself (as a function of socio-demographics and attributes). The model can also be used in appli-
cation without repeating the rating exercise, thereby giving airlines or others an easy tool to inte-
grate attitudes based on socio-demographics and attributes into their applications.
6.4 Summary
The choice model results demonstrate the non-monotonicity of buffer time. The best fit
model has cut off values for the piecewise linear specification of buffer time at 15 and 60 min-
utes. In the first fifteen minutes, utility increases when adding buffer time. In the second and
third segment, buffer time utility decreases. The added average willingness to pay for 15 minutes
of buffer time beyond the minimum connecting time is $15.
The Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes Model uses indicators from the rating exercise as mani-
festations of the latent variables risk, rush and trust. These are then explained with socio-
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demographics of the individuals. The squared multiple correlation values of the latent variable
model are 0.12, 0.08 and 0.16 respectively for risk tolerance, rush aversion and trust. These val-
ues are rather low, either leading to the conclusion that more socio-demographic and trip infor-
mation needs to be collected or that the latent variables in the model are not well explainable by
any socio-demographics and trip characteristics. In the latter case, this would mean that indi-
viduals with very similar socio-demographics and trip characteristics could still have very differ-
ent attitudes toward risk and rush and different levels of trust in airlines.
The latent variables are then interacted with attributes of the alternative to better explain behav-
ior. It can be seen that risk tolerance and trust in airlines' scheduling reliability reduces the addi-
tional buffer time utility, up to the point that the buffertime utility is monotonistic. Rush aversion
increases the additional utility of buffer time in the first 15 minutes, showing the added value of
increased buffer time for rush averse individuals.
The results show that the hypothesis that, on average, slight increases of connecting time beyond
the minimum connecting time, do not reduce revenue potential is valid.
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7 Conclusions
7.1 Summary
Traditionally, it is assumed that airline passengers have a preference to minimize elapsed
travel time and thus scheduled connecting times. In this thesis, we present a novel hypothesis
about passenger utility in respect to connecting time. We hypothesize that passengers' utility
might increase with increasing scheduled connecting time close to the minimum connecting
times of airports, contrary to the traditional belief. We assume that attitudes toward rush and the
risk of misconnection as well as the perceptions of an airline's scheduling reliability lead to an
"n-shaped" utility function with respect to connecting times.
A case study based on airline booking data reveals that up to 25% of passengers in a giv-
en itinerary pair voluntarily choose the longer connection. To ensure the validity of results, book-
ing data is compared to availability data on the booking class level. Only itinerary pairs where
passengers would have had the same choice of fare class and price for the alternative connection
were included. The results of the case study indicate that the phenomenon of avoiding short con-
necting times exists.
A survey was designed to incorporate effects toward connecting time as well as to collect
information on attitudes, i.e. risk tolerance, rush aversion and trust into airline's scheduling reli-
ability. The descriptive statistics demonstrate that 56% of survey respondents somewhat or
strongly agree to the statement that they try to avoid short connections due to the risk of miscon-
nection. 59% of respondents somewhat or strongly agree to the statement "I like to take my time
when connecting at airports." Regarding trust into airline's schedule reliability, 67% of respon-
dents somewhat or strongly agree that airlines sometime underestimate the time needed to con-
nect. This demonstrates that attitudes toward risk, rush and trust can influence passenger itiner-
ary choice.
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Based on the stated preference data, a choice model was estimated that quantifies the dis-
utility of short connecting times. On average, the willingness to pay for a connection with a
buffer time of 15 min is $15 higher than for a connection scheduled with minimum connecting
time. In order to capture attitudes toward risk, rush and the perception of airlines' scheduling re-
liability, rating questions were presented to the survey respondents. Responses were used as in-
dicators for these latent variables. The Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes Model is a tool to ex-
plain the extracted attitudes with trip characteristics and socio-demographics. The results show
that specific trip characteristics and socio-demographics, such as gender, elite status and having
missed a connection in the past two years, influence attitudes toward risk, rush, and influence the
level of trust into an airline's scheduling reliability. A relatively higher risk tolerance is ob-
served for passengers who are Elite members of a frequent flyer program vs. non-members, for
respondents who have missed a connection in the past two years vs. those who have not, for pas-
sengers with more than five trips/year, for short trips (maximum three nights) vs. longer trips,
and for students vs. other employment types. A relatively lower risk tolerance is observed for
women vs. men, for company paid trips vs. other payment sources, for passengers 50 years and
older, and for passengers checking bags vs. those who do not check bags. A relatively higher
level of rush aversion is observed for females, for Elite status passengers, for business travelers,
and for those passengers with checked bags. A lower level of rush aversion is observed for those
customers having missed a connection in the past two years, and those with a household income
larger than $75K. Trust in airlines' scheduling reliability is relatively higher for Elite status pas-
sengers, for business travelers, and for customers who booked online. Trust into airlines' sched-
uling reliability is relatively lower for women, for those who have missed a connection in the
past two years and for passengers traveling on a company paid ticket.
The Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model (ICLV) combines the choice and latent
variable model. By interacting the latent variables with attributes of the alternative, it can be
shown that the latent variables influence choice behavior. Risk averse and rush averse individu-
als prefer longer connecting times than the minimum feasible connecting time.
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The findings refute a long standing and non-contested assumption that it is advantageous
to minimize connecting times for passengers in order to maximize revenue (see e.g. Mayer &
Sinai, 2003).
The described framework, incorporating attitudes into a choice model, and the insights
regarding the passenger transfer process can be applied to airline networks as well as other pub-
lic transportation networks and itinerary choice environments.
7.2 Implications for Airlines
Traditionally, airlines tried to minimize connecting times in order to increase their reve-
nue potential. In the discussion of depeaking of airline timetables, one of the concerns voiced
was the increase in average connection times (Flint, 2002). Depeaking reduces the average
ground times of aircraft, but increases the average connection time of passengers. Airlines were
able to calculate the operational savings due to depeaking, but did not have the tools to calculate
the demand side effects. Contrary to the traditional belief, however, the results of this thesis
show that minimizing connecting times reduces the willingness to pay for an itinerary. There-
fore, scheduling a connection at minimum connecting time reduces revenue potential as well as
increases the operational costs at the airport.
Airlines have a number of options to improve their profitability based on these results.
The key is to align the preferences of customers with the operational cost structure of the airline.
Fixed timetable
Without changing the timetable, a number of measures could be taken to increase profit-
ability. Ideally, a segmentation of passengers based on their trip and socio-demographic charac-
teristics would provide the base for offering risk and rush averse passengers longer connections
in a given timetable. For instance, if an elderly woman with luggage to be checked would book a
trip, the airline could proactively offer a longer connection to this passenger. Currently, travel
agents sometimes perform this role, but with the increasing shift to web bookings, airlines need
to provide this kind of advice themselves. By moving passengers who prefer longer connecting
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times or who are indifferent regarding connecting times to a longer connection, the airline re-
duces its expected value of irregularity costs, since a short connection has a higher probability of
producing additional costs such as ramp direct transfer (direct bus shuttles from gate to gate),
misconnection follow up costs (meals, hotels, etc.), and long-term customer retainment costs.
By actively offering longer connections and thus reducing demand for flights into banks,
airlines could also potentially reduce the number of different sized aircraft in their fleet, i.e. in-
crease their fleet commonality. For example, an airline may now fly an hourly service into its
hub. Into the international banks, it may use a 270 seat aircraft to offer short connections, while
in the off-peak times it may use a 150 seat aircraft. If the airline is able to shift those passengers
who do not discount longer connecting times into off peak flights, it could use e.g. an 180 seat
aircraft all day on that route for the hourly service. This would reduce their operational costs by
reducing the fleet complexity and reducing training, maintenance and other costs for the aircraft
that previously was specifically in service to provide flights into the banks.
In case no socio-demographic information is available on the person booking and travel-
ing, airlines could still benefit from the described effect. First, airlines should rethink their dis-
play ranking on their web sites. Sorting by elapsed time (assuming that passengers have such a
preference order) neither maximizes revenue potential nor reduces operational costs. If there are
passengers who only look at the first line or who accept the suggested itinerary, the airline is sell-
ing an itinerary that creates a burden operationally, even if the passenger potentially would have
been willing to accept a longer connection. Thus, airlines could avoid this effect by changing
their default sortation criterion.
If a passenger books a very short connection, more airlines could give a warning like that
displayed on ITA software's website (see Appendix A, Figure A-2): "The layover in Chicago has
little room for delay, and for this route a missed connection would likely be very inconvenient".
Simultaneously, the airline could offer an alternative connection with longer connecting time.
This would allow the passenger to be aware of the short connection time, and based on his pref-
erences and attitudes toward risk and rush, the passenger could choose between the two itinerar-
ies. In a second step, it could be tested if the willingness to pay for a longer connection could be
turned into actual revenue of the airline, by adding e.g. $10 to the fare of the longer connection.
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This would, of course, be traded off with the smaller number of passengers who would switch
and thus the smaller operational cost savings. The airline would also have to evalute the prob-
ability that passengers would change to a different airline when seeing the warning about the
short connecting time.
As an example, let us assume that the minimum connecting time is 45 minutes at the hub.
The airline offers two alternative connections, one with a 45 minute connection and one with a
60 minute connection. Passengers that show non-monotonistic behavior regarding buffer time
will be offered the 60 minute connection instead of the 45 minute connection.
Based on the integrated choice and latent variable model results, we can approximatively
calculate the additional willingness to pay of passengers. Using the rush aversion interaction
model, we assume that all passengers with rush aversion higher than the indifference level
(-.410) will be offered the longer connection. Summing up the willingness to pay for elapsed
time, buffer time and buffer time interaction with rush aversion yields a willingness to pay for
the additional buffer time of $11.75 per passenger. Assuming an airline with annual passengers
of 50M, 38% of these connecting, 10% of connecting passengers having a 0 min buffer time
connection and as calculated above 90% of passengers showing non-monotonic behavior leads to
an annual potential revenue increase of 20M$ as a result of increasing buffer time for these pas-
sengers. This calculation should serve as indicative for further research, using the stochastic
specification of the model and the distribution of the input variables to simulate different scenar-
ios. On the cost side, there are additional profit increasing effects of this measure as a result of
reduced misconnections. Misconnections lead to disruption costs (accommodation, food and
beverage, passenger goodwill). Misconnections also lead to a higher level of no shows in over-
booking algorithms. Overbookings always incur a potential risk of oversales (i.e. passengers not
being able to get a seat), which represents an additional cost to the airline.
Adapting the timetable
Depeaking the timetable leads to a slight increase in connecting times. Operationally, de-
peaking increases the utilization of resources (gates, ground equipment, baggage handling sys-
tem, personnel) and thus reduces overall costs. Classical timetable design is based on minimizing
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the connecting times for the most important origin destination flows (based on revenue or num-
ber of passengers). In case of irregularities, this also leads to high misconnection costs. Relaxing
this assumption would benefit risk and rush averse passengers and reduce operational costs.
When connecting times increase slightly, risk and rush averse passengers are better ser-
viced than in the previous timetable, aimed at minimizing connecting times. In the traditional
hub timetable, a passenger who wants to avoid a very short connecting time has to take a later
flight, usually increasing the connecting time substantially. If however, connecting times are on-
ly increased by e.g. 15 minutes, this serves the risk and rush averse passenger while reducing po-
tential misconnection costs of the airline. In addition, risk and rush averse passengers who might
have moved to another airline can be retained as customers. (If, for instance, the connecting time
with airline A is 30 minutes, connecting time with airline B is 45 minutes, the risk averse pas-
senger may have chosen airline B because of the longer connecting time).
For example, airlines can choose to change their timetable and shift one of the flights
such that the connecting time is increased from 45 to 60 minutes for all passengers. Such a strat-
egy, based on the same assumptions as in the "fixed timetable example", would yield an average
benefit of $10.25 per passenger or an annual benefit of $19M. On the cost side, in addition to the
effects described above, there are the benefits from depeaking in terms of more efficient use of
resources.
Increasing the connecting time for all passengers, however, also has negative effects.
Those passengers who are risk tolerant and do not avoid rush are offered a service that is not as
good as before. In this case, the airline has to trade off these effects and assess at the net effects.
Based on our results, the net revenue effect of adding a 15 minute buffer time to the minimum
connecting time is positive.
In either case of a fixed or an adapted timetable, the result of longer connecting times is a
reduction of costs of misconnection, a reduction of the need for ad hoc services such as ramp di-
rect service or rebooking services, and a reduction of outbound, passenger connection related,
aircraft delays. The overall effect on the airline's bottom line, both on the revenue as well as cost
side, would have to be evaluated by the airline before implementing these measures.
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7.3 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
Based on airline booking data, it is demonstrated that the phenomenon of avoiding short
connecting times exists. In the sample market, up to 25% of passengers voluntarily chose a long-
er connection, with all else equal. This shows that minimizing elapsed time does not always
maximize the utility for individuals in a real market situation.
The non-monotonicity of connecting time utility is demonstrated based on survey data.
This refutes the traditional assumption in the literature that short connections are better than
longer connections and that individuals discount longer connections. Previous studies have based
this on value of time aspects and have ignored other factors such as risk or rush aversion in the
assessment of connecting time. This is the first research specifically studying connecting time
utility, thus expanding the state of the art in airline itinerary choice modeling and enriching the
explanatory power of such models.
Attitudes toward risk and rush and trust into airlines' scheduling reliability were quanti-
fied and linked to passenger trip charactistics and socio-demographics in order to explain taste
variation in airline itinerary choice. It is demonstrated that e.g. gender, elite status and having
missed a connection in the past significantly influence attitudes toward rush and risk and trust in
airlines' scheduling reliability and thus result in different preferences regarding connecting time.
Previously, there has been no research in airline itinerary choice that incorporates latent variables
in model estimation.
As part of this dissertation, a framework to systematically evaluate the impact of connect-
ing time on airline itinerary choice is developed and implemented. A stated preference experi-
ment was designed and executed to incorporate these effects. In addition, a rating exercise was
designed to capture latent attitudes toward rush, risk and trust into airlines' scheduling reliability.
Explicitly incorporating these unobservable constructs into the choice model leads to a behavior-
ally more realistic representation of choice. This framework can be applied in future airline itin-
erary choice studies.
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7.4 Future Research Directions
As with any research, this dissertation provides a wealth of opportunity for future re-
search directions.
Applying the framework to additional attitudes: This is the first time in the literature that
attitudes are integrated in an airline choice model. It would be advantageous to expand the
framework to include additional attitudes and to link them to other attributes in the choice model.
For instance, attitudes toward safety or security could be linked with airline choice or attitudes
toward convenience with airport choice.
Quality of dataset: The benefit of the developed framework relies heavily on the quality
of the data set. For future research, applying the framework to a larger dataset would allow for
further insights regarding attitudes in passenger airline choice. For an airline, it would be useful
to apply the framework to its own passengers, and to conduct a survey amongst its customers,
giving the airline a better understanding of their passengers' needs and preferences. In addition,
performing a survey at an airlines' hub would allow an airline to not only survey its own passen-
gers, but also those of other airlines departing from their hub airport.
Integration in market share models of airlines: To our knowledge, the market share mod-
els currently in use at major airlines do not specifically treat the length of connecting time or in-
clude attitudes in their choice model. Attitudes are important to explain the unobserved individ-
ual heterogeneity amongst the survey population. Including these effects would provide for a
richer and more realisitic representation of choice. Since market share models usually rely on
revealed preference data, including attitudes would require an expansion of the framework to in-
tegrate revealed and stated preference data while including attitudes in the choice model. For air-
lines, this would be a major step in improving their market share models and their forecasting
possibilities.
Using findings to enhance distribution channel displays: Given the results of this thesis,
it would be advantageous to expand the capabilities of airline web sites by offering customers
more choices. If socio-demographics of the customer are known, specific itineraries could be
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recommended, similar to recommendations on e.g. amazon.com. If the customer is unknown, the
web site could be improved by providing an interactive dialogue and offering an alternative itin-
erary to the customer after he has made his choice. Similar to the offerings regarding price
("there is a cheaper flight if you're willing to change your schedule or move to an adjacent air-
port"), the website could offer a connection with longer connecting time, thereby giving custom-
ers a better choice. This could be combined with a sell up mode. Further research is needed to
determine the best tradeoff between revenue from sell up and reduction in operational costs by
extending the connecting time for this individual.
Incorporating attitudes in choice models provides for a more realistic representation of
choice, and there is a wealth of opportunity in the airline choice world to apply these models, to
improve customer satisfaction, and ultimately to improve profitability of airlines using these
models.
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Appendix A:
Treatment of Elapsed Time in Distribution Channels
Figure A-1: American Airlines Alert " Connecting time either short or long"
Figure A-2: ITA Software Connection Warning
E-mail this itinerar Back to search results I Modif search I Logout sig [ I t TA Software (careers)
$660.20 in US Dollars
Sadult@$880.23
Show booking details BstM rosek22 mis
United Airlines Flight UA645 on a Boeing 757 (et) in coach class
This ticket is non- Departs Boston, MA (BOS)
refundable Arrives Chicago. IL (ORD)
Changes to this ticket
will incur a penalty
fee.
Airport legend:
BOS- Boston Logan
ORD: Chicago
O'Hare
BOI: Boise Gowen
Field
DEN: Denver Int'l
Fri, Sept 29
Layover in Chicago
United Airlines Flight UAS27 on an Airbus A320 (jet) in coach class
(movie)
Departs Chicago, L (ORD) Fri. Sept 29
Arrives Boise. ID (801)
Note: The layover in Chicago (ORD) has relatively little room for delays, and for this route a rrissed
connection would lly be very inconvenient
RBie ID to Besten,'_MAL 239iles
United Airlines Flight UA 112 on a Boeing 737 (jet) in coach class
Departs Boise, ID (BOI)
Arrives Denver. CO (DEN)
Layover in Denver
United Airlines Flight UAT 192 on a Boeing 757 (Jet) in coach class
(food for purchase, movie)
Departs Denver, CO (DEN)
Arrives Boston. MA (BOSI
Fri. Oct B
Fri. Oct B
I hies g m
6:00p 2 hrs 39 min
7:39p
41 min
8:20p 3 hrs 41 min
11:01p
5 hrs 29 min
7:39a 1 hr 43 min
9:22a
59 min
10:21a
4:080
3 hrs 47 min
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Table A-1: Elapsed Time and Connecting Time in Airline Distribution Channels
QLJ-Ul IUUUIU
driven search
FD-fare driven
search
R-Retum
YUt no no
no yes yes no no no no no yes no no no no no no no
yes yes yes no no yes yes no yes no yes no no no no yes
FD: FD: 1.#C FD: FD: SD 1.Dep 1.price 1.price 1.price 1.price 1.price 1.price 1.price 1.price 1.price1.P ? 2. Dep 1. P 1.P 1.#C 2.DD
2. DD 3. ET 2.Dep
SD: SD: SD:
SD: 1.#C 1.Dep 1.DD FD:
1.#C 2.Dep 1.P
2.DD 2.#C
3. De
see none none none none none none non none none see none none none none noneNote1 Note 2
Search date: Mai
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Legend:
AA: American Airlines
CO: Continental Airlines
DL: Delta Airlines
NW: Northwest Airlines
UA: United Airlines
US: US Airlines
WN: Southwest Airlines
D - per direction
R - Return flight
FD: Fare driven
SD: Schedule driven
P: Price
Dep: Departure Time
Arr: Arrival Time
DD: Deviation from requested departure time
ET: elapsed time
Note 1: Connecting Time either long or short
Note 2: "tight connection/long layover"
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Appendix B: Survey Design
Figure B-1: Screen Shots of Rating Exercise
Air Travel Study 2005
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the flowing statement?
I ike to take mytme when conecting between flights
WSt hard for me to find my way through airpers r ir r
Given two Iineraries that only dir In cotmetg ime.t r r r r
alwys choose The one with shorter connecing tme
i denltbink time at aiport Is wasted because 1 can shop9 r r- r r F
afar werkatarpins
m willng to accept the ri of a mised conection If this r (I r r
gets me to my desiaen earier most of the time
I usually atwe at the check-t counter jus before t r r r r
chckideadne
Catching my scheduled connecting ight Isof great r
Importance to re
trNEXT
Air Travel Study 2005
How strongly do you agree er disagree with the following statements?
Airlnes someimes underestmate the time needed to r r P r r
connect between igts
it is the passnger's respensibilty to plan for a saicient r
connecthg tme when booking a connecting Itinefay
I dent mind being rushed at a conneting airpor If this r r r r
means 1 arie at my fnatl destinaent earlier
Airlnes only ell ennectien that"y expect passenges r C r 0 t
-m able to make
Iky to aoid short connectione because of the risk of either r r r r r
me or my luggage nissing te connectag flight
I enjoy havng extra the at arportt r C r a r
I make suWe thatth plannled connecdag ihne Is adenate r r r
for me when boking a conecgilietary
N5 91Exr
bWfS AMcAdiWeEt&
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Appendix C: Summary Statistics
Figure C-1: Rating Question 1
200-
10
so
Sean = 3.52
o1d Dev. = 1. 154
1 2 3 4 5 N = 683
I like to take my time when
connecting between flights
Figure C-2: Rating Question 2
C
=roO
i 2 3 i 5
It's hard for me to find my way
through airports
tean = 2.52
td, Dev. =1.224
N = 583
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1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
Figure C-3: Rating Question 3
250-
200-
a.
so-
1 2 3 Mean 3.76Given two itineraries that only Std Dev =1.091
differ in connecting time, I always N = 583
choose the one with shorter
connecting time
Figure C4: Rating Question 4
150-
>1100-
0
60-
1 2 3 4 5
1 don't think time at airports is
wasted because I can shop, eat or
work at airports
Mean = 2.65
Std. Dev. = 1.235
N = 683
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1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
1-strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
Figure C-5: Rating Question 5
200-
150-
U.
so-
0
1 2 3 4 271
I'm willing to accept the risk of a Std.Dey.=1.181
missed connection If this gets me N 3
to my destination earlier most of
the time
Figure C-6: Rating Question 6
300
100
too"
50
Mean 19
1 2 3 4 5 Std Dev 1.105
I usually arrive at the check-in N 583
counter just before the check-in
deadline
1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
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Figure C-7: Rating Question 7
400
300-
0
1 2 3 4 5
Catching my scheduled
connecting flight Is of great
importance to me
Figure C-8: Rating Question 8
I I Mean = 3.77
1 2 3 4 5 Std. Dev. = 0.958
Airlines sometimes underestimate N = 583
the time needed to connect
between flights
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1-strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
Mean = 4.52
Std. Dev. = 0.752
N = 583
1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
Figure C-9: Rating Question 9
250-
200-
M.100-
1 2 3 4 Mean 3.19It is the passenger's responsibility Std Dev.= 1.229
to plan for a sufficient connecting N = 583
time when booking a connecting
itinerary
Figure C-10: Rating Question 10
250-
C 150-
i.too-
500-
2 3 4 Mean=3.17
I dont mind being rushed at a Std. Dev. =1.175
connecting airport if this means I'l N = 583
arrive at my final destination
earlier
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1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
1-strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
Figure C-11: Rating Question 11
200-
150-
*.100-
IL
so-
0- I I I Mean= 2.97
1 2 3 4 5 Std. Dey. = 1.097
Airlines only sell connections that N =583
they expect passengers are able
to make
Figure C-12: Rating Question 12
2s0-
200-
so-
50-
50-
1 2 3 4 Mean =3.51I try to avoid short connections Std. Dev. =1.117
because of the risk of either me or N =583
my luggage missing the
connecting flight
1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
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Figure C-13: Rating Question 13
1so-
91
r r
vlean =2.76
Std., Dev. = 1.213
1 2 3 4 5 N = 583
I enjoy having extra time at
airports
Figure C-14: Rating Question 14
300-
250-
)200-
100-
50-
0-
1 2 3 4 5
I make sure that the planned
connecting time Is adequate for
me when booking a connecting
itinerary
1-strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
1 -strongly disagree
2-somewhat disagree
3-neither agree or disagree
4-somewhat agree
5-strongly agree
Mean =4.01
Std. Dev.=0.85
N = 583
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Table D-2: Stability of Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model (Interaction with Risk) - Choice Model
Choice Model
150
F
500
Parameter Est Est Std Err
Alternative specific constant current trip 1.102 1.03 0.078
In (fare)
Elite frequent flyer program member 0.516 0.516 0.208
Standard frequent flyer program member 0.199 0.198 0.103
Ontime performance 0.0114 0.0115 0.003
Preferred airlines 0.147 0.147 0.069
First airport choice 0.791 0.791 0.10
Second airport choice 0.312 0.311 0.093
Number of connections -0.368 -0.367 0.132
Night Departure -0.425 -0.424 0.157
Access time -0.00443 -0.00443 0.001
Elapsed time -0.00318 -0.00318 0.000
Minimum Connecting Time -0.00714 -0.00716 0.003
Buffertime < 15 min in min 0.0126 0.0126 0.005
Buffertime 15-59 min in min -0.00404 -0.00399 0.002
Buffertime > 60 min in min -0.00145 -0.00145 0.002
Interactions:
Buffertime < 15 min in min and risk tolerance -0.0134 -0.0134 0.005
Buffertime 15-59 min in min and risk tolerance 0.00895 0.00891 0.004
Buffertime > 60 min in min and risk tolerance -0.00251 -0.00237 0.002
Number of connections and rush aversion 0.0450 0.0406 0.062
Number of connections and trust 0.0844 0.0889 0.072
Log-likelihood
152
-1653.57 -1653J.65
Table D-3: Stability of Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model (Interaction with Risk) - Latent Variable Model
Measurement Equation (13 equations, one per row)
Structural Equation (3 equations, 1 per column)
female
missed
elite
two to five trips
more than five trips
business
vacation
online
company
alone
couple
max three nights
four to seven nights
employed
student
age < 30
age 30 to 50
age 50+
income < 30
income 30 to 75
income> 75
bags
153
SIntercept Risk Rush Trust Disturbance Parameter
No. of Halton draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws
Equation Rating Q. Est Est Std Err Est Eat Std Err Est Eat Std Err Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err
1 1 3.52 3.52 0.022 -0.329 -0.327 0.02 0.473 0.466 0.022 0.965 0.965 0.014
2 2 2.52 2.52 0.023 -0.159 -0.153 0.023 0.107 0.106 0.022 -0.340 -0.340 0.026 1.144 1.145 0.021
3 3 3.76 3.76 0.022 0.551 0.548 0.021 0.922 0.92 0.014
4 4 2.65 2.65 0.021 0.965 0.965 0.025 0.719 0.708 0.018
5 5 2.71 2.71 0.021 0.676 0.670 0.024 0.943 0.94 0.015
6 6 1.89 1.90 0.03 0.380 0.357 0.024 0.121 0.121 0.019 -0.0644 -0.0665 0.025 1.034 1.033 0.016
7 6 3.77 3.77 0.019 0.215 0.214 0.017 -0.513 -0.540 0.025 0.758 0.736 0.018
8 9 3.19 3.19 0.023 0.192 0.192 0.022 0.140 0.134 0.024 1.2 1.2 0.023
9 10 3.17 3.17 0.021 0.770 0.764 0.024 -0.118 -0.112 0.018 0.829 0.826 0.015
10 11 2.97 2.98 0.018 0.250 0.241 0.02 0.473 0.476 0.025 0.923 0.921 0.017
11 12 3.51 3.51 0.02 -0.427 -0.425 0.021 0.285 0.280 0.019 0.962 0.961 0.014
12 13 2.76 2.76 0.021 0.929 0.924 0.025 0.734 0.731 0.016
13 141 4.01 4.01 0.0191 -0.213 -0.212 0.016 ---____________ 0.833 0.833 0.01
Risk Rush Trust
150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws
Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err
-0.249 -0.241 0.049 0.0933 0.0985 0.042 -0.202 -0.186 0.059
0.198 0.202 0.066 -0.259 -0.258 0.061 -0.881 -0.855 0.082
0.220 0.233 0.071 0.504 0.506 0.061 0.219 0.238 0.079
-0.102 -0.092 0.048 0.0146 0.0107 0.046 0.168 0.167 0.066
0274 0.273 0.067 0.119 0.129 0.061 0.0262 0.0348 0.087
-0.0192 -0.0248 0.104 0.409 0.442 0.083 0.494 0.458 0.094
-0.0111 -0.0113 0.055 0.0449 0.0376 0.046 0.0476 0.0374 0.062
0.0154 0.0145 0.049 0.0866 0.0813 0.044 0.349 0.333 0.064
-0.260 -0.245 0.11 -0.167 -0.194 0.087 -0.456 -0.451 0.112
-0.00485 -0.02320 0.061 0.0376 0.0374 0.052 0.102 0.102 0.07
-0.0598 -0.0616 0.059 -0.155 -0.165 0.053 -0.0719 -0.0691 0.068
0.294 0.288 0.063 0.0504 0.0273 0.06 -0.0969 -0.0843 0.077
0.211 0.199 0.055 -0.121 -0.142 0.052 -0.0338 -0.0164 0.065
-0.0725 -0.0564 0.058 0.109 0.107 0.053 -0.0264 -0.0260 0.074
0.326 0.343 0.126 0.0838 0.0851 0.115 0.268 0.255 0.149
-0.0157 -0.0156 0.014 0.00592 0.00528 0.013 -0.058 -0.059 0.016
-0.00489 -0.00481 0.004 0.00212 0.00287 0.004 0.00351 0.00473 0.005
-0.0359 -0.0366 0.006 -0.00787 -0.00801 0.005 -0.00363 -0.00506 0.008
-0.00361 -0.00357 0.007 -0.00720 -0.00577 0.006 0.0481 0.0453 0.01
-0.000209 -0.000865 0.002 0.00282 0.00273 0.002 0.000254 0.000240 0.002
-0.000615 -0.000279 0.001 -0.0118 -0.0121 0.001 -0.00135 -0.00109 0.002
-0.162 -0.184 0.055 0.128 0.134 0.049 -0.00200 -0.00585 0.062
Table D-4: Stability of Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model (Interaction with Rush) - Choice Model
Choice Model
150 500
Parameter Est Est Std Err
Alternative specific constant current trip 1.093 1.093 0.078
In (fare) -4.028 -4.028 0.148
Elite frequent flyer program member 0.464 0.463 0.208
Standard frequent flyer program member 0.213 0.213 0.103
Ontime performance 0.0114 0.0115 0.003
Preferred airlines 0.157 0.157 0.069
First airport choice 0.805 0.805 0.10
Second airport choice 0.306 0.306 0.093
Number of connections -0.417 -0.418 0.132
Night Departure -0.389 -0.389 0.157
Access time -0.00436 -0.00436 0.001
Elapsed time -0.00319 -0.00318 0.000
Minimum Connecting Time -0.00655 -0.00656 0.003
Buffertime < 15 min in min 0.0113 0.0113 0.005
Buffertime 15-59 min in min -0.00396 -0.00397 0.002
Buffertime > 60 min in min -0.00141 -0.00141 0.002
Interactions:
Buffertime < 15 min in min and rush aversion 0.0198 0.0193 0.006
Buffertime 15-59 min in min and rush aversion -0.0072 -0.00671 0.003
Buffertime > 60 min in min and rush aversion 0.0012 0.00117 0.001
Number of connections and risk tolerance 0.102 0.107 0.065
Number of connections and trust 0.073 0.072 0.072
Log-likelihood -1653.33 -1653.51
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Table D-5: Stability of Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model (Interaction with Rush) - Latent Variable Model
Measurement Equation (13 equations, one per row)
Structural Equation (3 equations, I per column)
female
missed
elite
two to five trips
more than five trips
business
vacation
online
company
alone
couple
max three nights
four to seven nights
employed
student
age < 30
age 30 to 50
age 50+
income < 30
income 30 to 75
income >75
bags
155
Intercept Risk Rush Trust Disturbance Parameter
No. of Halton draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws
Equation Rating Q. Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err Eat Eat Std Err Est Est Std Err Eat Est Std Err
1 1 3.52 3.52 0.022 -0.328 -0.326 0.020 0.474 0.467 0.022 0.9661 0.966 0.014
2 2 2.52 2.52 0.023 -0.159 -0.153 0.023 0.108 0.107 0.022 -0.340 -0.340 0.026 1.145 1.146 0.021
3 3 3.76 3.76 0.022 0.550 0.547 0.021 0.9243 0.921 0.014
4 4 2.65 2.65 0.021 0.965 0.965 0.025 0.7208 0.710 0.018
5 5 2.71 2.71 0.021 0.678 0.6725 0.024 0.9416 0.939 0.015
6 6 1.89 1.89 0.030 0.361 0.358 0.024 0.121 0.121 0.019 -0.0644 -0.0664 0.025 1.0340 1.0340 0.016
7 8 3.77 3.77 0.019 0.215 0.214 0.017 -0.513 -0.539 0.025 0.759 0.738 0.018
8 9 3.19 3.19 0.023 0.192 0.192 0.023 0.140 0.134 0.024 1.201 1.201 0.023
9 10 3.17 3.17 0.021 0.768 0.762 0.024 -0.120 -0.114 0.018 0.832 0.829 0.015
10 11 2.97 2.98 0.018 0.249 0.241 0.020 0.473 0.477 0.025 0.924 0.922 0.017
11 12 3.51 3.51 0.020 -0.426 -0.424 0.021 0.287 0.281 0.019 0.963 0.962 0.014
12 13 2.76 2.76 0.021 0.929 0.924 0.025 0.735 0.732 0.016
1 13 141 4.01 4.01 0.0191 -0.213 -0.212 0.016, 1___________________________ 0.834 0.834 0.0101
Risk Rush Trust
150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws
Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err
-0.250 -0.241 0.049 0.0941 0.0992 0.042 -0.201 -0.186 0.059
0.198 0.201 0.066 -0.259 -0.259 0.061 -0.882 -0.856 0.082
0.223 0.235 0.071 0.503 0.506 0.061 0.217 0.236 0.079
-0.103 -0.094 0.048 0.0142 0.00990 0.046 0.169 0.167 0.066
0.275 0.272 0.067 0.122 0.130 0.061 0.0271 0.0350 0.087
-0.0202 -0.0259 0.104 0.407 0.440 0.083 0.494 0.458 0.094
-0.0105 -0.0118 0.055 0.0441 0.0369 0.046 0.0482 0.0377 0.062
0.0144 0.0126 0.049 0.0868 0.0805 0.044 0.349 0.333 0.064
-0.260 -0.245 0.11 -0.166 -0.193 0.087 -0.456 -0.451 0.112
-0.00173 -0.0197 0.061 0.0377 0.0385 0.052 0.102 0.102 0.070
-0.0562 -0.0575 0.059 -0.152 -0.163 0.054 -0.0721 -0.0692 0.068
0.297 0.291 0.063 0.0511 0.0279 0.06 -0.0976 -0.0850 0.077
0.214 0.202 0.055 -0.120 -0.142 0.052 -0.0341 -0.0166 0.065
-0.0699 -0.0540 0.058 0.111 0.108 0.053 -0.0267 -0.0257 0.074
0.328 0.346 0.127 0.0848 0.0853 0.116 0.268 0.255 0.149
-0.0150 -0.0150 0.014 0.00620 0.00569 0.013 -0.058 -0.0591 0.016
-0.00512 -0.00500 0.004 0.00214 0.00279 0.004 0.00354 0.00475 0.0050
-0.0358 -0.0366 0.006 -0.00796 -0.00792 0.005 -0.00363 -0.0051 0.0080
-0.00347 -0.00339 0.007 -0.00691 -0.00559 0.006 0.0481 0.0453 0.0100
-0.000319 -0.000978 0.002 0.00266 0.00264 0.002 0.000271 0.000231 0.0020
-0.000587 -0.000254 0.001 -0.0117 -0.0121 0.001 -0.00136 -0.00109 0.0020
-0.160 -0.182 0.055 0.130 0.135 0.049 -0.00248 -0.00628 0.062
Table D-6: Stability of Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model (Interaction with Trust) - Choice Model
Choice Model
Parameter Est Est Std Err
Alternative specific constant current trip 1.102 1.103 0.078
In (fare) -4.0270 -4.0260 0.15
Elite frequent flyer program member 0.507 0.510 0.21
Standard frequent flyer program member 0.188 0.189 0.10
Ontime performance 0.0115 0.0116 0.003
Preferred airlines 0.142 0.140 0.069
First airport choice 0.811 0.811 0.10
Second airport choice 0.313 0.312 0.093
Number of connections -0.432 -0.432 0.13
Night Departure -0.421 -0.424 0.16
Access time -0.00440 -0.00438 0.001
Elapsed time -0.00313 -0.00313 0.000
Minimum Connecting Time -0.00626 -0.00621 0.003
Buffertime < 15 min in min 0.0131 0.0131 0.005
Buffertime 15-59 min in min -0.00336 -0.00335 0.002
Buffertime > 60 min in min -0.00154 -0.00156 0.002
Interactions:
Buffertime < 15 min in min and trust -0.0223 -0.0219 0.007
Buffertime 15-59 min in min and trust 0.00801 0.00817 0.004
Buffertime > 60 min in min and trust 0.00130 0.00131 0.002
Log-likelihood -1648.97 -1649.12
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Table D-7: Stability of Integrated Choice and Latent Variable Model (Interaction with Trust) - Latent Variable Model
Measurement Equation (13 equations, one per row)
Structural Equation (3 equations, 1 per column)
Risk Rush Trust
150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws
Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err
female -0.249 -0.240 0.049 0.093 0.099 0.042 -0.205 -0.189 0.059
missed 0.197 0.201 0.066 -0.259 -0.258 0.061 -0.884 -0.859 0.083
elite 0.224 0.235 0.071 0.504 0.505 0.061 0.210 0.227 0.079
two to five trips -0.103 -0.094 0.048 0.0148 0.0112 0.046 0.169 0.167 0.066
more than five trips 0.274 0.273 0.067 0.119 0.129 0.061 0.0193 0.0307 0.087
business -0.0200 -0.0261 0.104 0.409 0.442 0.083 0.505 0.468 0.095
vacation -0.0103 -0.0106 0.055 0.0444 0.0382 0.046 0.0505 0.0398 0.062
online 0.0149 0.0135 0.049 0.0864 0.0808 0.044 0.348 0.334 0.064
company -0.260 -0.245 0.11 -0.166 -0.194 0.086 -0.462 -0.458 0.11
alone -0.00294 -0.0203 0.061 0.0362 0.0379 0.052 0.100 0.0997 0.07
couple -0.0571 -0.0583 0.059 -0.155 -0.165 0.053 -0.0774 -0.0745 0.068
max three nights 0.296 0.291 0.063 0.0511 0.0273 0.06 -0.0979 -0.0863 0.077
four to seven nights 0.213 0.201 0.055 -0.121 -0.143 0.052 -0.0384 -0.0215 0.065
employed -0.0702 -0.0540 0.058 0.109 0.106 0.053 -0.0333 -0.0314 0.074
student 0.325 0.342 0.127 0.0846 0.0847 0.115 0.277 0.2641 0.15
age < 30 -0.0153 -0.0154 0.013 0.00586 0.00528 0.013 -0.0583 -0.0597 0.016
age 30 to 50 -0.00500 -0.00490 0.004 0.00212 0.00283 0.004 0.00351 0.0048 0.005
age 50+ -0.0361 -0.0367 0.006 -0.00786 -0.00797 0.005 -0.00331 -0.00487 0.008
income < 30 -0.00354 -0.00349 0.007 -0.00715 -0.00585 0.006 0.0477 0.04512 0.01
income 30 to 75 -0.000348 -0.000959 0.002 0.00279 0.00278 0.002 0.000687 0.000579 0.002
income>75 -0.000570 -0.000264 0.001 -0.0118 -0.0121 0.001 -0.00151 -0.00123 0.002
bags -0.161 -0.183 0.055 0.128 0.134 0.049 -0.00626 -0.00890 0.063
157
SIntercept Risk Rush Trust Disturbance Parameter
No. of Halton draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws 150 draws 500 draws
Equation Rating 0. Est Est Std Err Eat Est Std Err Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err Est Est Std Err
1 1 3.52 3.52 0.022 -0.329 -0.327 0.02 0.473 0.466 0.022 0.966 0.966 0.014
2 2 2.52 2.52 0.023 -0.159 -0.153 0.023 0.107 0.106 0.022 -0.342 -0.343 0.026 1.145 1.145 0.021
3 3 3.76 3.76 0.022 0.550 0.547 0.021 0.924 0.922 0.014
4 4 2.65 2.65 0.021 0.965 0.966 0.025 0.720 0.709 0.018
5 5 2.71 2.71 0.021 0.677 0.672 0.024 0.942 0.939 0.015
6 6 1.89 1.89 0.030 0.361 0.358 0.024 0.121 0.121 0.019 -0.0660 -0.0683 0.025 1.0340 1.0340 0.016
7 8 3.77 3.77 0.019 0.213 0.213 0.017 -0.508 -0.534 0.025 0.763 0.742 0.017
8 9 3.19 3.19 0.023 0.192 0.193 0.022 0.140 0.133 0.024 1.201 1.201 0.023
9 10 3.17 3.17 0.021 0.768 0.7619 0.024 -0.119 -0.113 0.018 0.832 0.829 0.015
10 11 2.98 2.98 0.018 0.249 0.241 0.019 0.474 0.477 0.025 0.923 0.921 0.017
11 12 3.51 3.51 0.020 -0.426 -0.425 0.021 0.286 0.280 0.019 0.963 0.962 0.014
12 13 2.76 2.76 0.021 0.929 0.924 0.025 0.735 0.733 0.016
13 141 4.01 4.01 0.0191 -0.213 -0.213 0.016 _____________ _____________ 0.834 0.834 0.010,
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